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ABSTRACT 

This study focuses on the perceptions of English as a second language students 

regarding their high school learning experiences. Motivated by the dearth of studies 

conducted in Canada surrounding this topic, and the need to deepen our understanding of 

ESL students' lifeworlds. this study captures the students' voice around the central 

research question: How do ESL students perceive their high school learning experiences'? 

A purposive sample of ten students was selected for the study including a 

representation of ESL students from the Asian Pacific Rim countries who have been 

under-represented in the historical picture of immigration and education. 

The research adhered to the qualitative methodology of Grounded Theory 

Construction. generating a theory upon analysis of the data. 

The following theory emerged from the data and is supported by the students' 

own words. taken from transcribed interviews. The quality of ESL students' high school 

experiences is determined by their perceived level of English language proficiency. The 

factors of time. instructional support. socio- cultural influences and personal motivation 

directly influence their English language proficiency and thus the quality of their 

education. 

The findings and implications of this study are intended to allow educators to use 

the students' insight in order to plan in a more informed and grounded manner for an 

enhanced quality of education for ESL students. in the Canadian educational context. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the last ten years. the number of new anivals who speak a first language other 

than English has risen significantly. This has not only changed Canada's demographic 

landscape but has also brought attention to our schools and how they provide equitable 

access to quality education for students who speak English as a Second Language. 

Although the topic of ESL students and schooling is a nationally reco~nized topic for 

researchers. few studies have captured a deeper understanding of the perceptions of 

English as a Second Language students regarding their learning experiences in Canadian 

schools. This study has focused on ESL students and their perceptions about their 

educational experiences in high school. The research takes a deeper look into the school 

lives of these students and how ESL students perceive what is happening as they 

experience the phenomenon of schooling. It is a topic that I felt needed further 

exploration to help educators better meet the needs of ESL learners and to deepen our 

understanding of these students' life worlds. 

This chapter will provide the background and context for this study. in order to 

understand the significance and ursency of this topic that needs to be recognized by our 

nation's schools. educators and students. 

1.1 Background 

According to 1996 Census Nation Tables from Statistics Canada. the total 

immigrant population in Canada was 4 9 7  1.070 people (Statistics Canada. 1996). 

Canada accepts close to 100.000 immigrants each year. In 1998. Canada accepted a total 



of 174. 100 immigrants. Eleven thousand of these immigrants of whom came to Alberta. 

Figure 1. l below illustrates the immigration trends from 1860- 1998 in Canada. 

Canada's immigration program remains strong. as it accepts more irnrnigm~lts and 

refugees in proportion to its population than any other country. (Citizenship and 

Immigration Canada. 1999). 

Figure 1.1 (Citizenship and h i g a t i o n  Canada. 1998 ). 

Immigrants are accepted either for their economic contribution to Canada or for 

family reunification. A certain number of refugees are also accepted each year to fulfill 

humanitarian commitments (Citizenship and Immigration Canada ). As was noted 

earlier. 1 74.100 immigrants and refugees entered Canada in 1998. 15 1. 192 of these 

applicants were accepted in the total immigrant category. which includes family class and 

independent immigrants. The independent class serves as an umbrella for skilled and 

business immigrants. Under the refugee category. a total of 2 2 . 6 4  were accepted in 

1998. Influenced by the federal government's 1985 initiative to recruit business 

immigrants. who would increase capital formation and job creation. there has been a 

significant shift from refugee class to independent class in the last decade. 



Canada's immigration plan for 1999 indicated a projected 195,000 immigrants 

and approximately 30.000 refugees entering Canada. This plan not only reiterates the 

shift in immigrant class. but these figures are important in understanding that Canada's 

demographic landscape has changed and will continue to change as immigration steadily 

continues into the new millenium. 

Our student profiles in our educational systems are deeply impacted by 

immigration. In 1997 forty- two percent of the principal applicants and their dependents 

did not speak English or French when immigrating to Canada. Almost half of the total 

immigrant population spoke a first language other than English upon immigrating to 

Canada and approximately 50% of the immigrating population were school aged. 

Eighty-four thousand of these immigrants are from Asian Pacific Rim countries. making 

up 48.29 of the total immigration population in 1998 (Citizenship and Immigration 

Canada. 19981. The People's Republic of China was ranked as the top source country for 

immigration to Canada with over 19.000 immigrants in 1998. These numbers help us 

understand that the linguistic background of our students has changed in our Canadian 

schools and will continue to change in the future. Furthermore. it is important to 

acknowledge that educational philosophy and practice seems to be something that 

requires a fairly long historical gestation. Therefore. it is understandable how a sudden 

shift in a population's demographics. even within the make-up of an immigrant group. 

could cause educational institutions to be left with educational questions for which there 

is no historical lineage for response. 

The immigration by source area for the years 1996- 1998 is shown in figure 1.2. 



Figure 1.2 Taken from Citizenship and Immigration Canada. 1998 

IMMIGRATION SUMMARY BY SOURCE AREA 

1.2 Educational Trends 

As I started to immerse myself in the ESL literature and acquaint myself with the 

various issues pertaining to ESL students and education. I was particularly interested in 

the field of secondary education (grades ten to twelve) and ESL. My readings and 

teaching experiences with various ESL classes m the senior high level sparked many 

questions related to the perceived lived experiences of immisrants in our educational 

system. The literature in the field reinforced the need to look at ESL secondary education 

from the student's perspective in order to enrich the present body of literature in this area. 

Of the approximately 1 1.000 immigrants to Alberta in 1998. Alberta Education 

defines some 6.400 students as eligible for ESL funding in the large public board 

pertaining to this study. in that school year. These numbers raise the issue of the 

provision of effective equitable service to students who speak a language other than 

English from a policy perspective. Alberta Education's policy on English as a Second 

Language states: 



'To  facilitate the integration of the student into the regular classroom at the earliest 

possible opportunity, Alberta Education will assist school boards in providing English as 

a Second Language programs to Alberta students who were born in Canada but who are 

not fluent in English. and to those who have recently arrived in Canada and whose fjrst 

language is not English" (Alberta Learning. 1997.p. 1 ) 

This policy addresses both foreign and Canadian born students. Foreign-born 

students are eligible for funding if they have recently immicgratrd to Canada. are non- 

English speakins and are receiving ESL services. Canadian born students are eligible for 

funding if they have homes in which the primary spoken language is not English. are non 

- English speaking and cue receiving ESL services. According to Albena Leaning. the 

oovemment of Alberta has allocated 9.2 million each year for ESL funding. This works 5 

out to $657 per student allocated to ESL funding per year. 

School jurisdictions arc required to provide identifiable and quantifiable ESL services. 

These services are to be based on the student's age level and needs and could include 

special classes. pull- out instruction or modified programs in the regular classroom. The 

goal of ESL instruction is to enable students to integrate into the regular classroom as 

quickly as possible (Alberta Leming. 1997 ). 

At the secondary level. there is an ESL program of studies for senior hish ESL 

students to bridge the language gap. Although the ESL programs vary in Alberta. it is 

common for schools to offer beginner. intermediate and advanced courses in ESL. The 

ESL programs are organized into five levels. Level 1 is for students who are acquiring 

Iiteracy for the first time or have significant gaps in previous schooling progressing to 

level five where the focus is on subject specific language development serviced in a 



variety of ways such as teacher assistance and peer coaching (Alberta Learning. 1997). 

All high schools follow a model of proportional integration. though the speed and support 

during the integrative process may vary widely. 

Blocks of time are allocated in the first year. so that beginning students can 

spend time in ESL courses to develop their Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills 

(BICS) and enroll in courses such as physical education. and food preparation that offer 

more context rich environments. Student's move towards more cognitively demanding 

and context reduced courses. which are reflective of Cognitive Academic Language 

Proficiency (CALP). Courses such as English and Social Studies are excellent examples 

of settings where CALP is essential. 

Most secondary ESL programs operate as dedicated- pull out programs. 

Following a principle of proportional integration model. students are placed into 

mainstream classes. as they become proficient enough to experience success in various 

mainstream settings. There has been controversy over the last ten years as to when ESL 

students have the language gains needed to experience success in mainstream settings. 

While there is no sure answer as to when students are ready to exit out of ESL pro, arms. 

it is clear that ESL students need transitional support in mainstream settings as they 

continue to develop their Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency. 

Alberta Learning states students are eligible to receive the Alberta High School 

Diploma the High School Equivalency Diploma or the Certificate of Achievement upon 

completion of specific course requirements. Students must e m  a minimum of 100 

credits (56 of these are specified - U are student choice) to satisfy high school 

o~aduation requirements (Alberta Learning. 1999). Only fifteen credits from ESL 
C 



instruction may be applied to the total. As with all students. the courses that have 

classically fulfilled the concept of matriculation (i.e. courses needed to enter university 

such as English. 30/33 and Social 30/33) are mandatory. 

Compounding the problem for new immigrants. is the policy of an age cap of 19 

years of age. limiting the time available in senior high schools in Alberta. After the ape 

of nineteen, students must complete any remaining high school requirements through 

other continuing education institutions. Furthermore. those who do not complete 

requirements. face the usually array of psychoIogical and physical barriers to adult 

participation in adult education described in the work of Hayes and Darkenwald. 1990. 

Many studies have indicated between sis to eight years is required to acquire 

Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency commensurate with age group peers t Collier. 

1987. 19S9a. 1989h:Klesmer. 1993). This means that while ESLstudents may reach 

(BICS) protlciency in some subjects in as little as two years. i t  is projected that four to 

eight years may be required for all ages of ESL students to reach the national level norms 

of their native speaking classmates in the general subject areas. Depending on their age 

of arrival and level of English language proficiency. these students are hced with the 

incredible challenge of graduation. 

A number of researchers have focused on the high school drop out rates of ESL 

high school students in Canada and Alberta (Karp. 1988:Radawinski. 1988:Watt 

&Roessingh. 1994a). This nationally recognized phenomenon. has been analyzed at a 

quantitative level by many researchers who have educated the public about the 

frightening realities of immigration and education surrounding ESL students over the last 



ten years. What is more unfortunate is the future awaiting many of these high school 

dropouts as they search for jobs in our highly skilled and educated society. 

This thesis was motivated by the need to look beyond the statistical profile and 

into the perceptions of students who live out that reality. More quantitatively oriented 

studies such as Watt and Roessingh's ( 1996) began to bring students' voice into the 

picture as they explored the process of cultural adjustment in relationship with academic 

success and failure. 

There was clearly a need to investigate further the perceptions of students about 

their own schooling experiences. What did they think about hizh school'? What were 

their beliefs and assumptions about their education'? What did they perceive as effective 

and helpful in terms of instruction'? What challenges did they face in the classroom'? 

What were their perceptions about their educational experiences'? What were their 

experiences and how were we using that information to inform our decisions as educators 

parents and researchers'? As I started to look for answers to these questions. it became 

evident that little had been written that responded specifically to the instructional 

perceptions of ESL high school students in Canada. I had the opportunity to explore a 

topic that would allow me to incorporate the students' voice into the emerging 

understandinp of immigration and education. 

With the shift in the immigrant demographics. I found a new and distinct 

population of ESL students synonymous with the recent immigrant profile: a highly 

educated and educationally motivated population of ESL students. As indicated earlier. 

more skilled and educated immigrants are entering Cmada in search of a better quality of 

life for themselves and their children. These children are typically very different from 



the refugee profile of student who once was highly represented in the immigrant 

demographics. On average. these students come from middle to high socio- economic 

status. They have had the opportunity to learn some basic beginning English in their 

home countries. giving them a significant advantage over their refugee classmates. I 

wanted to learn more about the educational journeys of this group as they engaged with 

high school requirements. By gaining a deeper understanding of the perceptions of these 

students regarding their high school learning experiences. we can make sense of earlier 

quantitative findings. as well as use the insight to better meet the educational nerds of a 

new profile of ESL students who have been under- represented in the historical picture of 

immigration and education. 

1 3  Establishing the Contest 

The study took place in an urban juniodsenior high school of thirteen hundred 

students. There are an equal number of junior arid senior high students. Both academic. 

students who are academically inclined and plan to continue education at the university 

level and non- academic streams. students who want to pursue more technical and skilled 

positions in the future are offered at the school. A number of programs are also offered 

catering to students with exceptional needs. Numerous clubs and activities exist as extra- 

curricular events in the school culture. There is ;I visible language minority of two 

hundred students that attend this school. Most of these students are English dominant 

Canadian born Chinese students. 

The ESL program is comprised of eighty-five students primarily from Hong 

Kong. Korea, and Taiwan. The predominant first lmgua~e of these students is 

Cantonese. Most attend heritage language school on the weekends. to maintain and 



develop their first language. There is the odd number of students from Yugoslavia, 

Argentina and Iran. Their average age in the program is between fifteen and sixteen and 

half years of age. Most of these students have studied some beginning English in their 

home countries but are still elipible for the three years of funding. It is common for many 

of these students to come into the ESL p r o p r n  with a grade four reading level. This 

usually places students in a level two1 three class. which is a hish intermediate ESL class. 

In these students' first year. they spend half time in ESL in their first semester 

and one quarter of their time in their second semester. The remaining of their course load 

is embedded in non- academic classes of social studies. math. sciences and options. The 

ESL teachers and guidance counselors' work together to plan a well-sequenced program 

that allows students to distribute their time towards completing their necessary course 

work. Students enroll in ESL classes and non- academic classes their first year as they 

work towards improving their English Language Proficiency. Their second and third 

years are o r p i z e d  to spread out their workload and acquire the necessary credits and 

courses they will need for their particular requirements for post- secondary education. 

These students want to complete high school in three years and need to carefully select 

their courses to fulfill their requirements. For these students. it means that they need to 

take summer school after their first year in order to make that three-year goal towards 

graduation feasible. 

Presently there are two ESL teachers who are responsible for the programming. 

instruction. and assessment for these students within the ESL program but it is important 

to note that the students' reflections are based on various teachers, both ESL and 

mainstream that have been part of the school culture. Students are offered ESL courses 



according to the new high school ESL program of studies. Depending on the level of 

students, levels one to five courses are offered to meet the needs of the students. There is 

a sheltered English 10- Adjunct ESL course to help students bridge the languages gap as 

they pursue academic English 10. In this sheltered English class. a mainstream English 

teacher teaches this sheltered class only to ESL students. While English 10 content is 

still the focus of the class. the teacher is more sensitive to the students' backgrounds and 

to various ESL teaching strategies to assist the students with the course. Students also 

receive English adjunct suppon in thrir ESL class for English 10. The poal of the adjunct 

course is to make the language and the concepts of English 10 more accessible to ESL 

students. Tutorials are also offered for ESL students as they drop in to address certain 

cumculum problems and issues and receive support to help access the cuniculum. 

This site was chosen for the primary reason of the ESL protile in the school. The 

students are primarily from Hong Kong. Korea and Taiwan. Most of thrir parents have 

immigrated to Canada under business and skilled class status. This site also includes the 

minority culture of students from Yugoslavia. Argentina and Iran which I hoped would 

provide for the variation and richness in this study and would make it more complete. I 

didn't want this study to focus on the refugee immigrant profile as a number of studies 

have explored this unique and informative phenomenon. but I wanted the study to capture 

the recent changing demographics in Canada and the impact it has for our schools. This 

project was also readily supported by the staff at this school and most importantly by one 

of the ESL teachers who opened her classroom and exposed me to the world of high 

school ESL. Her support and willingness to support this study helped make this site an 

ideal place to undertake the project. 



1.4 Establishing the Research Perspective 

In order to gain a deeper understanding of the perceptions of English as a Second 

Language students regarding their high school learning experiences. I began by taking the 

role of participant observer in the high school's ESL program in order to develop a 

positive nppon with these students. to determine who would be interested in 

participating in the study. and to identify those among the group with the capacity to 

reflect and aniculate their experience. As a participant observer. the researcher " enters 

the world of the people he or she plms to study. gets to know the participants. be known 

and trusted by them. and systematically keeps a written record of what is heard and 

observrd"(E3ogdan & Biklen. 1992 1. 

A purposive sample of ten participants was selected for the study. The prime 

criterion for participant selection was " ESL students who demonstrated an interest in  

participating in the study and in sharing their perceptions regarding their high school 

experiences. Funher to this criterion. the attempt was made to balance the group by 

gender. first language. level of English language proficiency and previous educational 

experience. The participants were approached by me in a face to face meetins where the 

letter to the participants and the consent form were carefully md thorou_ghly discussed 

before being signed by the participants. Participants under the age of eighteen also 

required parentaV guardian consent before proceeding with the study. 

This research project adhered to the qualitative methodology of Grounded Theory 

Construction (Glaser and Strauss. 1967 ). Grounded theory offen a systematic approach 

focusins on the lived experiences and patterns within the experiences of the participants. 

Researchers go to the participants in m attempt to understand their perspectives within a 



given situation (Hutchinson. 1988). It is also imperative in grounded theory. that the 

researcher is aware of her own preconceptions. values and beliefs in order to understand 

the world of others (Bogdan and Biklen. 1992 ). 

Participants were asked to take part in a semi- structured interview around the 

central open question. " How do ESL students perceive their high school learning 

experiences'?" I had m a n p d  some loosely structured questions to guide the 

conversation. but I remained flexible and open so the participants could bring forth their 

own issues. Students were encouraged to talk openly about the challenges. fn~strations 

and joys they experience as high school students. The underlying goal of these 

interviews was to see the world as seen through the eyes of these students. 

Lnitial interviews were audio- tapcd and transcribed. each lasting approximately 

sixty minutes. X second set of interviews was conducted to allow participants to review 

the transcript in order to clarify. extend or make changes to the transcripts. These follow 

up interviews also allowed me the opportunity to purse various themes that emerged from 

the data as is adhered to in Grounded Theory Methodology. 

Data Analysis began from the first interview completed. Erneqent theme 

construction and the constant comparison method (Glassier and Suauss. 1967) were used 

to analyze the data. I was immersed in a process of coding: categorizing and comparing 

among the categories to see patterns and themes that emerged from the data. in following 

closely to grounded theory methodology. once the analysis was complete. I generated a 

theory based on the behavior patterns observed and then returned again to the literature to 

find support for the ernersing theory (Hutchinson. 1988). The methodology will be 

further explored in Chapter three: Research Design and Methodology. 



15 Chapter Summary 

It is important to reiterate that the purpose of this study was to gain a deeper 

understanding of the perceptions of English as a Second Language students regarding 

their high school learning experiences. so that educators could better meet the educational 

needs of these students. The interviews serve as a vehicle for students to expose us to 

their insights about the quality of their educational experiences so that we as educators 

could somewhat improve our instruction and deepen our understanding of their life 

worlds. By reflecting on thesr findings. we as educators should be able to use this 

knowledge to better meet the needs of ESL learners and to strengthen our practice as 

professionals. The study has focused on the students' perceptions of their high school 

learning experiences and formulating a theory as to what factors influence thesr students' 

quality of education. It was hoped that this study would allow educators to take the 

students' insight and help educators in planning in an informed and grounded manner fcr 

an enhanced quality of education for ESL students. 



1.6 Organization and Structure of the Thesis 

Component Corresponding Chapter 

The Literature Review 3 - 
Second Language Acquisition 
Language Learning 
Informed Instructional Practices 
Program Delivery 
Academic Success 

Restating the Problem/ Establishing Research Questions - 1 1 

Research Design 3 
Methodology: Qualitative Research- Grounded Theory 
Participants 
Researcher as Participant 

Data Collection 3 
Interviews 

Data Analysis 3 
The Core VariabIe 
Constant Comparison Method 
Coding- Concepts. Categories. Constructs 
Theoretical Sensitivity 
Limitations and Strengths of Study 

Data Analysis I Interpretation 1 
The theory 

Conclusions and Implications 5 



CHAPTER 2 

A R E F E W  OF THE LITERATURE 

Chapter two highli~hts the research that influenced the researcher's question: How do 

ESL students perceive their high school learning experiences*? 

Figure 2.1 

With Canada's changing demographic landscape and the movement toward 

inclusive education. educators have had to re-examine how they provide equitable 
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learning opportunities for a diverse student population. In order to make sure the needs 

of ESL students are being met. we need to consider the ESL Literature surrounding 

second language acquisition and beliefs about language learning. 

2.1 Second Language Acquisition 

Contrary to popular belief. learning a second language is a long and complex 

process. There have been numerous studies that have tracked tho time it takes for second 

language speakers to be able to compete academically against their native peers in school 

(Collier. 1987.19893. 1959b:Klesmer. 1993 1. These studies indicate that ESL students 

may reach conversational fluency in some subject areas in 3s little as two years. but in 

academic subject areas. at least four to eight years would be required to reach the national 

level norms of native speakers. Cumrnins ( 1989). also supports the notion that while i t  

may take up to two years to achieve age- appropriate conversational tluency. it will take 

five- to seven years to achieve academic languase proficiency. Figure 2.2 depicts the 

length of time required to achieve age- appropriate levels of conversational and academic 

language proficient y. 

Figure f .Z 
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It is important for educators who have ESL students in mainstream programs to 

understand the distinction between conversational and academic language skills. 

Cummins further explores English language proficiency by differentiating between BICS. 

which stands for Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills and C W .  Cognitive 

Academic Language Proticiency. Figure 2.3 illustrates Cummins's Framework. 

Figure 1.3 

Cummins (1982) Framework for the 
Development of Language Proficiency 

Context Embedded 

BICS is defined as language. which is. used in cognitively undemanding and 

context- rich situations such as face to face conversations. which are supported by 

contextud clues such as gestures and facial expression. It is thought that after two years. 

students have developed their BICS and sound really good. This notion is sometimes 
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misleading as conversational fluency does not equate to academic proficiency and 

doesn't account for their overall competence in the language (Klesmer. 1993 ). 

CALP retlects the cognitively demanding and context reduced situations that you 

would find in textbooks and courses such as English and Social Studies. There ate fewer 

contextual cues and the language is more formal and abstract. Cummin's ( 1982) 

framework for the development of language proficiency uses quadrant one and two as 

indicative of BICS. Quadrant three is considered the transitional phase. Here students 

would be involved in cognitively demanding activities but would still use materials such 

as charts and maps to support their language acquisition. Quadrant four represents CALP 

and is representative of the context reduced and cognitively demanding activities that are 

found in subject areas such as English. 

This framework brinss to our attention that the development of language 

proficiency is a complex process. Educators need to be aware that while native speakers 

are making progress in their academic skills. ESL students are vying to simultaneously 

develop their English language proficiency while developins their academic skills to try 

and catch up to their native speaking peers. This has proven to be an exhausting task for 

many ESL students. which takes them down many disappointing educational routes. 

Many times ESL students are placed in non- academic and special education pro, arms.  as 

they are seen to have cognitive deficits when they are not making the same gains as their 

age- appropriate native peers. More disheartening. are the high school drop +ut 

statistics for ESL students and poor results on provincial exams from high school. which 

will be discussed in this chapter. 



2.2 Language Learning 

Over the last twenty- years the ESL field has acknowledged a major shift in the 

way we believe people Ieam languages and in the principles that are assumed to guide 

our learning and teaching. We have seen a paradigm shift in our thinking towards 

language learning as we recognize the importance of the social construction of 

knowledge (Brophy. 1992). The role of interpersonal activity in transforming thought 

processes is essential when learning a second languase. 

Many researchers have articulated conditions for successful language leaming 

(Krashen. 1982: Cummins. 1989: Enripht and McClosky. 1985: Brown. 1991) that hinge 

on the quality of interactions and meaning making. The current trends in language 

leaming have been heavily influenced by Vygotsky's ( 1978) work on the zone of 

proximal development which is the distance between what a child can do in isolation 

(actual developmental level) and what the child can do in collaboration with others 

(proximal level). The distance between these points is the zone of proximal development. 

The notion that learning proceeds from the social to the individual through active 

involvement is a more socio- linguistically motivated view. and one that recognizes 

language both as a code and as a behavior (Halliday. 1985 ). 

Billow's model has also had a profound effect on current second language 

learning and teaching. He articulated through his four conceptual spheres depicted 

below. that language and cognitive skills are best developed in an expanding learning 

environment with the student situated in the center. Billow's simple notion of the learner 

as central to the learning process and the importance of accessing prior knowledge and 

the student's lived experiences has become integral to second language teaching and 



learning. The implication from Billow's work is that not only is the learner and the 

context essential to the development of language as behavior. but also that the 

development of language as code requires a systematic expansion of contexts for its 

realization. 

Figure 1.4 

Billows. 196 1 

Enright and McCloskey ( 1985) have captured a similar notion in their assertions 

that language development is a strongly interactive process. which relies not only on 

cognitive and linguistic mechanisms but also on active participation in a linguistic 

environment. attuned to the child's communicative needs. Attempts to meet the 

communication needs of learners have embraced a history of language teaching methods. 

Brown defines method as "a generalized set of classroom specifications for 

accomplishing Linguistic objectives"(Brown. L 994. 5 1 ). As the purposes and audiences 

for second language learning have evolved. a new method has emerged about every 

quarter of a century to address their needs. Each new method arose from the positive 



aspects of the previous practices creating a cyclical pattern of priorities in language 

teaching (Brown. 1994). These methods have included Grammar Translation. The Direct 

Method. Audiolingual. Community Language Learning. Suggestopedia. Silent Way. 

Total Physical Response and the Natural Approach. 

While these methods will not be elaborated on in this thesis. it is important to 

acknowledge the historical significance of ESL Methodology in establishing and 

informing an eclectic approach to ianguage teaching. The methodological eclecticism is 

at least in part 3 reaction to the increasing variety of the communicative nerds faced by 

learners who are immigrating to a new land rather than studying a language as a 

discipline. 

Language has become a tool for meaningful communication. rather than n system 

of rules to n~emorize and habits to form ( Brown. 1994 1. The current Communicative 

approach to language teaching. as eclectic as i t  may be. backs its success on following 

key assumptions: Students need to be involved in purposeful interaction and meaningful 

activities. they are constructors of their own knowledge. language and communication 

require authentic contests for their development.recognition of the students' diverse 

backgrounds and learned experiences is essential for the process of new language and 

behavior and a comfortable. encouraging environment that celebrates the process of 

leaning and provides the support needed to achieve bilingual competence is needed 

(Brown 1994: Enright and McCloskey. 1985 ). In order for students to develop language 

efficiently in communicative contexts. they require exposure to languase that is 

comprehensible. Comprehensible input (Knshen. 1981) is considered to be language that 

is scdfolded to be only slightly beyond the level of ELP of a particular student. 



These beliefs and principles surroundine second language learning and teaching 

have brought to the forefront for researchers and teachers how to restructure cuniculum 

and instructional practice in order to promote the development of academic language 

proficiency for an immigrant population. 

To develop communicative competence and academic language proficiency. there 

is a need to focus on the interaction of three distinct types of learning: linguistic 

competence. strategic competence and concept understanding (Adamson. 1993:Charnot 

&O'Malley. 1993:Oxford. 1990:Richards. 1990. Roessingh. 1 995 1. Present educational 

thought on the development of academic language proficiency suegests the value of 

instructional objectives tbr all three competencies to be integrated in a contextuillized 

learning environment. with equal emphasis on linguistic functions. learner strategies and 

concept attainment. ( Kern. 1989:Davis SrBistodeau. 1993:Oxford. 1993 ) have led the 

way in discussing effective learning strategies for second language learners that can be 

directly taught to them and aid in the development of academic language proficiency. 

2.3 Informed Instructional Practices 

This leads to the practical aspect when it comes to taking the theory and putting 

into practice. The research literature surrounding effective instructional interventions for 

working with second language learners continues to grow (Sinatra. 198 1. 1984. 1990: 

Mohan 1986: Early. 1989. Jones. 1989: Tang. 199 1 : Garcia. 199 1:Brophy. 1992:Hansen. 

1991: Sharan and Sharan. 1993- Dempster. 1993: Gardner. 1993:Shon. 1993). 

Roessingh ( 1995) has summarized many of the instructional practices within four larger 

elements for informed instructional practice: Thematic organization. group work. visual 

input and portfolio assessment. 



Thematic organization refers to the use of themes or generative topics that can be 

used to organize curricular engagement for students. Many researchers (Garcia. 

199 1 :Brophy. 1991: Dempster. 1993:and Gardner. 1993) would agree that by using 

thematic organization. the key concepts of a discipline can be studied from multiple 

perspectives and can be made comprehensible and accessible to ESL students by varyins 

the reading levels of materials and by structuring assignments at individual student levels. 

By revisiting key concepts from a different perspective within the same theme structure 

and altering the difficulty level by using slightly more challensing materials (spiral 

approach) the conceptual objectives and the content become more accessible to students. 

By promoting active collaboration with native speaking peen. group work is seen 

as an effective suate gy for incorporating interaction and communication in the classroom 

while focusing on academic tasks t Sharan and Sharan. 1991 1. Smali. heterogeneous 

groupings can facilitate high student to student interaction but as Watt and Roessingh's 

research suggests ESL students are often embarrassed and ashamed at their level of 

English compared to that of their native English-speakins classmates. This reluctance to 

participate in unstructured goup work can lead to minimal participation and 

communication on the part of ESL students I Watt. Roesssingh & Bosetti. 1996 ). This 

reinforces the need for teachers to carefully monitor group work and to smcture it in 

such as way that group collaboration is fostered. 

The use of visual and sraphic representations reflects the principle of 

comprehensible input. By using diagrams. it allows more accessibility to the content. and 

can mediate the linguistic demands by representing information in a text-reduced manner. 

Researchers in the area of content and language teaching (Early. 1989: Jones. 1989: 



Mohan. 1986.1990: Sinatra. 198 1.1954.1990) have noted the potential of graphic 

representations of knowledge structures in advancing the language development of ESL 

learners. Despite the potential for comprehensible input. there is a danger that "key 

visuals" can separate the need for language development from the process of accessing 

information and therefore one of the instructional challenges we face is the development 

of suategiss to maintain a language focus in content learning. 

Lastly. portfolio assessment has become a popular form of assessment alternative 

to traditional assessment. Portfolios connect assessment to the teaching and learning 

process. This type of responsive assessment allows teachers and students the opponuni ty 

to respond to a variety and complexity of language. It considers a wide ranse of possible 

signs of learning demonstrated in both processes and outcomes. in which students arid 

teachers have the chance to nflcct on the learning process (Mcgregpor and Meisrs. 

199 I ) .  Portfolios allow students and teachers to track the students' individual 

development and growth over a period of time. Students actively take plut in this process 

as they choose authentic samples of their work to include in the portfolio as well as set 

future sods and reilect on the extent to which they have achieved these gods. 

The use of portfolios and self- assessment. allows students and teachers to be 

involved in a collaborative process where the focus is not only on the teacher assuming 

control over assessment. but rather turning the spot- light on the students by having then 

control and speak out about their work (Shraeder. 96). Portfolios encourage students to 

take an active role in the assessment of their learning. thus allowing students to keep 

track of their individual development. Teachers are facilitating a process where students 

are able to discover empowerment. They will be able to further reflect on their 



perceptions of academic success and achievement in an environment where they feel 

empowered to continue their learning and set individual learning goals. 

2.4 Program Delivery 

ESL delivery of programs and the role of ESL teachers are distinctly different 

between the elementar); to second.uy school divisions. Differences in delivery reflect the 

differences in educational philosophies between elementary and secondary. There is dso 

recognition of the urgency tbr high school students on the one hand and the presumed 

natural acquisition for the young on the other. 

At the elementary irvel. most of the day for an ESL student is spent in the 

mainstream classroom. with occasional pull- out programs to meet students' needs. 

Beginning elementary students are offered some ESL pull- out service to learn beginning 

concepts and vocabulary in English. A pull- out program typically takes the student out 

of their mainstream classroom for a short part of the day where they can receive more 

intense assistance individually or in a small group scenario. For the rest of the day. the 

student participates in classroom processes with scaffolding of activities to meet their 

language needs. Intermediate and advanced students may receive some pull out 

instruction if seen necessary by teachers to work on particular concerns. but for the most 

part. ESL students are immersed in the mainstream classroom. There is no system wide 

school consistency in delivery models in terms of who can deliver the ESL service. so 

different schools offer ESL program delivery throush ESL teachers. aides. assistants and 

parents. 

At the secondary level. most programs are dedicated course based programs 

following a model of proportional integration. which was discussed in chapter one. ESL 



students start with ESL classes delivered mostly by ESL teachers and context enriched 

mainstream courses such as physical education as they develop their English language 

proficiency and then are integrated into context reduced courses such as English and 

Social Studies. There has been some debate as to what the role of the ESL teacher should 

be. Roessingh discusses the need to continue to run strong ESL programs as well as the 

need for ESL teachers to work more effectively with mains~eam teachers to meet the 

needs of uansitional ESL students (Roessingh. 1995). Other researchers such as Snow. 

Met and Genese ( 1989) support the notion of the ESL teacher as pedagogical resource 

working with the mainstream teacher to isolate the linguistic needs of ESL learners and to 

help in planning to meet them. Other initiatives have promoted the ESL teacher as an 

adjunct reacher or tutor supporting the language demands of the mainstream class in  a 

block of ESL time that would be pro_rrammed for this purpose. 

It was important for me to distinguish the commonly held views on English 

language proficiency and the common curricular and instructional interventions in the 

ESL field in  order to make the connection to the bigger picture when discussing ESL 

students' perceptions about their learning experiences. The next three sections in the 

literature review discuss the Canadian literature on the drop out of high school language 

minority students. student perception literature. the gap in the secondary literature 

regarding changing demographics and how it led to the research question. 

2.5.4cademic Success 

It is important to acknowledge the literature on ESL high school drop out if we 

are to understand the complexity of ESL secondary education and the challenges ESL 

students face as they attempt high school graduation. While presenting these findings. it 



is vital to keep in mind that there is variation in the terminology that is used when 

defining what is an ESL student and what constitutes drop- out. Usually. drop out is 

defined as any student who leaves school before fulfilling graduation requirements. In 

1990. Santos and Ramos recorded rates in the United States varying from 40 -80% of 

language minority students who drop out from high school. In Canada. Radawinski 

( 1987) found a consistent increase in ESL dropout among Ontario high school students 

with a 53% dropout. At a local level. Alberta Education found a 6 1% drop out rate 

among ESL immisrant students in grades eight to twelve based on a sample of 165 

students taken from 1987 funding lists (Alberta Education. 1993). Watt and Roessinsh 

found an even more disheartening figure in their five year tracking study (1988-1993) 

based on 388 ESL students where they found ;In overall drop out rate of 74% for ESL 

students (Watt and Roessingh. 1991). They further broke i t  down into drop- out based on 

English language proficiency upon entry into high school. Beginners dropped out at a 

rate of 959: intermediates dropped out a rate of 7 0 4  and advanced students dropped out 

at the rate of 50%. Only students who received ESL support in high school were 

included in the study. It is to be noted that this sample is a subset of what may be called 

the larger language minority student (LMS) population of the school. Most highly 

represented among those who graduated were older arriving students who were 

academically competent in their first language. It took these students an average of 4.5 

years to complete the three-year high school requirements (Watt and Roessingh. 1994a). 

These findings speak not only to the incredible challenge ESL students endure as they 

face high school graduation. but also to the urzency for further investigation of ESL 

student education. 



The drop out statistics brought forth more questions in terms of the students. 

What did this mean for them'? How did they feel and why'? What were their stories about 

success and failure in high school'? Watt and Roessingh explored these questions as they 

explored the qualitative side to their drop- out study. ESL students were invited to share 

their stories of success and hilure in the school system and their perceptions of the 

adjustment process to high school. Watt and Roessingh identified a boom and bust model 

to encapsulate the students' educational and cultural adjustment to high school. They 

move through a predictable pattern of ups and downs and arr more vulnerable to 

dropping out at certain. identifiable times. Students view learning English as the most 

difficult thing that they have to do to make the adjustment to the culture of the school. 

They perceive many barriers to equitable participation and involvement in the education 

system. 

This particular article had a deep impact on me and confirmed the focus of the 

current study. It was pertinent in  emphasizing the importance of student voice and the 

invaluable insight that can be gained from listening to the students. By focusing on the 

perceptions of ESL students. we could become more informed about the way these 

students experience the phenomenon of school. 

As Singer points out. "Perceptions are the windows through which a person 

experiences the world. They also determine the ways in which we behave toward it. 

That world includes symbols. things. people. groups of people. ideas. events. ideologies 

and even faith. We experience everything in the world not "as it is"- because there is no 

way that we can know the world as it is-but only as the world comes to us through our 

sensory receptors" (Singer. 1998.p. 1 1 ). 



This lead me to look further into the literature and determine what the field had 

published on students' perceptions of their learning experiences. It became evident that 

few studies had been published on ESL student perceptions in Canada. The next section 

of the literature review will elaborate on studies focusing on student perceptions 

conducted in the United States. Canada and the gaps in the literature that motivated a 

deeper look into the perceptions of ESL students about high school learning experiences. 

I\ significant body of research has been published in North America in the area of 

ESL college 1 university students and their perceptions regarding academic study (Kim & 

Eckerman. 1997, Nunm & Keobke. 1995: Christison &Krahnl;e. 1986: Blanton. 1987 1. 

These studies provide insight into how ESL students perceive academic lansuagr study at 

the university and college level but given the ESL high school drop out statistics in 

Albena. it is arguable that this population of ESL students is distinct from those proposed 

for this study. 

X number of ethnozraphic studies have also been done in the United States in 

respect to specific ethnic groups of students and their perspectives. opinions and 

experiences in high school (Lucas. 97: Masahiko. 1995: Shaw. 1994: Harklau. 1994: 

Grafton. 1992: Davis and McDaid. 1992). More than half a million immigrants enter the 

United States every year. most of them speaking languages other than English (Crawford. 

1989: Hakuta. 1986). Their second language learners are referred to as Limited English 

Proficient (LEP). Minorities as constructed in the US based literature do not neatly 

translate into the fabric of the Canadian cultural context. This is distinguished by a 

=eater plurality and a focus on language and immigrant status in Canada over second 
t 



generation status and ethnicity in the United States. However. there were certain ideas 

from these studies that influenced the direction of this thesis. 

Masahiko interviewed 30 newly arrived Asian high school students representing a 

variety of nationalities and educational backgrounds. They were in U.S. schools for a 

variety of reasons including extended visits to families of relatives and attending school 

exchanges. The studrnts were from Hong Kong. China. Taiwan. Japan and Korea. The 

interviews were conducted in their native language regarding their perspectives on ESL 

instruction and bilingual classrooms. This study suggests that ESL classes offer a haven 

to relax and relieve some of the tension these students feel in other classes. and they also 

provide students with more opportunities for active collaboration. Students were very 

sensitive about being understood and expressed the need for teachers to create classrooms 

that miuirnize participation by students who lack proficiency in English. There were 

feelings of isolation and lack of incentive to l e m  and they preferred an environment in 

which the teacher provides good instruction. is sensitive to their needs. and tries hard to 

engage them in the ongoing life of the classroom. school and culture t Masahiko. 1995 1. 

Although this study tapped into the students' perceptions of the educational 

experiences. many of the students had not immigrated to the U.S. and were not planning 

to stay in the U.S. ESL students who immigrate to Canada md make a commitment to 

stay in Canada may perceive their experiences in a different manner than foreign 

exchange students or students in other temporary situations. Furthermore. their level of 

English language proficiency upon anrival was not discussed in the paper. which may 

have provided more significant insight regarding the effect on their educational 

experiences. 



Harklau has also lead the way in the U.S. literature with her contributions 

regarding the contrast between mainstream and ESL classrooms m d  what do ESL 

students lose and _gain in their transition from ESL to the mainstream. HarMau conducted 

an ethnographic study in which four Chinese ethnic immigrant students were followed 

over a 3 4 2  year study. as they made the transition from ESL to mainstream. The study 

was conducted at a high school of approximately 1600 students of various socio- 

economic backgrounds. The population make-up consisted of 508 African American. 

30% Asian American. 20% White and 2-39 Hispanic. The Limited English Proficient 

(LEP) population consisted of fewer than 100 students. 

Harklau's findings suggest that the mainstream classroom did offer many social 

opportunities for language use and interaction with native speakers but at a closer glance. 

the LEP students seldom took advantage of these opportunities and perceived a banirr 

between them and their U.S. peers. Funhermore. second lanyage learners seldom 

received explicit feedback or instruction on the target language. leaving them with little 

ouidance about language forrn (Harklau. 1994!. 2 

In the ESL classes. there was an emphasis on productive use of both written and 

spoken language. Students were given explicit feedback on their linguistic production 

and there were opportunities for counseling and peer social interaction. Students 

perceived ESL as easy and remedial because the focus was not only on academic 

language needed for the transition to mainstream language. but they were also instructed 

on language used in everyday situations. Harklau summarizes her findings by 

emphasizing that the students' educational experience was a "makeshift response of a 



system fundamentally geared towards the instruction of native speakers of the language" 

(Harklau. 1994.267 ). 

This study was important in highlighting and contrasting the mainstream 

classroom versus the ESL classroom and the way schools respond to meeting the needs of 

second language lemers by providing them with ESL or bilingual education on an 

unchanged mainstream curriculum. It is important to acknowledge the students' 

perceptions around ESL instruction and the way they perceived a barrier between 

themselves and their U.S. born peers. 

Although this U.S. ethnographic study was conducted over a long period of time. 

considering multiple perspectives from reachers. students and administrators. i t  dso 

confirmed for me the importance of the students' voice about their educational 

experiences in a "Canadian" context. 

As of the time of writing this paper. I was able to locate only three other 

published papers regarding ESL students' perceptions of their experiences in  Canada. 

Researchers such as Gentry. 1988: Early. 1992: and Kanno and Applebaum. 1995 

have acknowledged the importance of exploring ways of incorporating student 

experiences into ESL research. Early ( 1993) states " ESL students' perceptions about 

their educational experiences are an enormously rich. untapped source of data which will 

provide not only a better understanding of the process of their socialization into Canadian 

schools but possible answers to many of the problems they encountei' (Early. 1992.271). 

In 1988. Gentry investigated. through semi- structured interviews. the perceptions 

of twenty-five ESL students who were identified by their teacher as "academically 

successful". This meant that they had to have a minimum of a C average in their regular 



courses. Topics covered in the interviews included: students' perceptions of their 

educational experiences in their home country as compared to Canada. their ESL and 

content classroom experiences. their role as students. and their strategies for success. 

They were also asked to reflect upon what advice they might give to their fellow students 

or teachers to help other ESL students achieve success. 

Gentry's findings suggest that ESL students found value in their ESL classroom 

learning experiences. They were high1 y disciplined and held high aspirations for the 

future. They built on heir academic work from their home countries and many found 

that they continued to use their first language in understanding content information. 

Although they recognized the value of friends. they had little involvement with native - 

English speaking peers t Gentry. 1988 1. 

Early in 1992 decided to build on Gentry's findings and target not only the hishly 

successful ESL students as did Gentry. but also st the students who were less successful 

and did not have a "C" average. Early wanted to answer the question " What are ESL 

learners' perceptions of the factors which may contribute to or accompany their ability to 

achieve in school'?" Early took a case- study approach and conducted semi- structured 

interviews with twenty-six immigrant high school students who had been in Canada no 

less than two years and no more than five- years and who had little English to begin with. 

The students represented various native countries with eight different first languages. 

Fifteen of the students had an avenge grade of C or better and were primarily 

rnainstreiuned.while eleven of the students were still attending ESL classes as a result of 

not being able to cope with the demands of the content classes and had an average grade 

lower than "C" in their content classes. Being categorized into successful and less 



successful ESL students. the interviews were broad in scope and covered themes such as 

students' perceptions about the move to Canada. self as student. ESL experience. study 

strategies and home situation (Early. 1991). Fifteen high school teachers working at 

seven different schools conducted the intenliews. The themes. which arose from the data. 

included the domain of time. help. strategies. purpose and power. 

Time is considered from different perspectives. Students in the less successful 

category were fourteen years of age or younger when they anivcd in Canada. The 

average age of the more successful students was 15.3 years. Early relates these 11, aures to 

Collier's 1987 findinss that " anivals between the ases of 11- 15 years old. experience the 

greatest difficulty and were projected to require as lons as 6-8 years to reach grade level 

norms in academic achievement" ( 1987.p.6 17 ). Time is idso considered in terms of time 

spent studying with successful students spending more time on average on homework 

assignments and disciplined study. 

The second theme of help related to the source of help and type of help sought by 

students. XI1 students reported they sought help from someone but a higher percentage of 

the more successful students reported asking course and ESL teachers for additional help. 

compared with the majority of the less successful students who turned to friends and 

family. Many of the successful students believed that they were helped by their parent's 

high expectations for them. Many successful students also spoke of the advantages of 

being disciplined in their work habits in their home countries. and being advanced in their 

knowledge in some content courses for example math. Both groups perceived the need to 

change their strategies for learning when they came to Canada. They discussed the need 

to learn research skills and feeling comfortable to ask teachers questions when they didn't 



understand as this was not a common act in their home countries. The students also 

stated strongly to be successful in school you need to be confident and have a high self- 

esteem. 

Less successful students spoke of many coping strategies such as memorizing 

everything. reading things over and over again. while more successful students 

emphasized a learning strategy " based on getting to grips with a red understanding of 

information" (Early. 1992.p.272). 

The final findings captured the themes of purpose and power. The more 

successful students spoke of future sods such as going on to university or future careers 

they were decided on. Less successful students did not have clear goals for the future. 

Early suggests that more successfu1 students feel in control of their circumstance and 

destiny. 

Early's study captured a picture of what ESL students perceive as factors that 

contribute to becoming an academically successful ESL student. Although the study did 

focus on Canadian content and student voice. I believe it was limited by what constituted 

academic success and in this case a grade of C was an operational measure of academic 

success. Academic success has been defined differently by various stakeholders in 

different countries and is difficult to consistently measure academic success. 

This study brought me one step closer to the students' perceptions about their 

educational experiences but i t  sdll didn't provide a deeper understanding of their life 

worlds and what ESL students feel is working for them and not working for them in their 

educational experiences. What insight can they give to us as educators about the quality 

of their educational experiences that could improve our instruction and deepen our 



understanding of their life worlds*? This is the gap that was missing in the literature. It 

was more about the quality of their experiences rather than just the aspect of academic 

success. How did they feel about what was happening in and out of the classroom and 

why'? What were the challenges. accon~pIishments. frustrations and joys they experience 

as high school students'? While academic success is an important aspect for many ESL 

students. it is only one part to the mysterious ESL puzzle. A deeper look into the lives 

and stories of ESL students was needed. Not only about their cultural and social 

adjustment to high school but to their perceptions about the quality of their learning 

experiences and what i t  was like to he an ESL hizh school student? 

In addition to the deeper look into the instructional perceptions of ESL students. a 

modicum of research has been published in the area of ESL students from the Pacific 

Rim countries. who represent the recent changing demographic landscape of Canada. and 

their perceptions around their educational experiences in high school. 

Kanno and Xpplebaum conducted a study surrounding the stories of three 

Japanese secondary- level students who experienced various ESL programs in Toronto. 

The researchers stated the importance of adding ESL students' views of their experiences 

as an important part of the ESL literature field. The study explored the ESL cuniculum 

as experienced by students. The students were in grade 12 and were children of Japanese 

businessman who were on temporary overseas assignment in Canada. rU1 three returned 

to Japan when completing secondary school. The researchers of the study distinguish 

that these students did not intend to stay in Canada permanently and for this reason they 

constitute a different group from immigrant students in terms of language. They do 

believe that a number of the issues experienced by their sample would be relevant to 



immigrant students. All of the interviews were conducted in Japanese and were later 

translated in English. The findings suggest that there was a strong connection between 

the learner's peer searching and their English learning. For the two students who wanted 

to befriend Canadian speakers. learning English was very important to them. but for the 

student, who wished to make friends with other Japanese students. learning English did 

not become a priority. Findings also concluded that ESL students' motivation to continue 

their English learning is affected by whether or not entry into a native- English speaking 

students' peer group is deemed feasible (Kanno and Xpplebaum. 1995 1. 

All three students underwent different ESL programs in Canada consisting of 

pull- out ESL classes and regular mainstream classes. Participants perceived a lack of 

connection between ESL and general programs. They felt their ESL program was not 

useful in their mainstream classes. There was a gap between what they needed to learn 

and what was taught. For the two students who wanted to make Canadian friends. they 

saw the ESL program as m impediment to their integration. They described the 

Canadian schools as more relaxed and process oriented compared to Japanese education. 

One participant felt that her high marks were not deserved but was given the credits due 

to her great efforts. There was the perception of ESL classes as remedial and ESL 

students as learning disabled. 

The researchers concluded that learning English for these students had to do with 

negotiating their identities in a new environment. The current ESL program at that time 

may not have been providing enough support to help them integrate into the school 

community. They believe without school support. students run the risk of perpetuating 

their marginality in the school and prematurely reaching a plateau in their English 



acquisition. Kanno and Applebaum strongly advocate for reassessing the notion that by 

putting children of all ethnic/ Linguistic backgrounds in one place with no attempts by the 

school to bring language majority and minority students together. will not bring about the 

development of true cross-cultural understanding (Kanno and Applebaum. 1995 ). 

This study was evident of the marganilization that ESL students feel when attempting to 

learn a second languaze and become part of their Canadian peer groups. This study 

provided insight from students who did not to intend to stay in Canada permanently and 

may have had less motivation to approach learning English as a lifetime commitment 

than immigrant students who have made the decision to stay in Canada on a more 

permanent basis. 

The literature was essential in determining the need to add to the modicum of 

Canadian literature surrounding ESL students' perceptions of their high school learning 

experiences. The number of qualitative studies in  the ESL field also brought forth the 

importance of bringing more attention to the human experience in ESL education. These 

factors contributed to my decision to explore the richness and diversity of ESL high 

school experience by looking at the perceived quality of the educational experiences of 

ESL high school students and more specifically at students from Pacific Rim countries. 

It is hoped that this research will make a unique contribution to the present ESL literature 

surrounding student voice and experience. 

2.6 Chapter Summary 

Over the last twenty years. ESL researchers have been instiumental in providing 

insight into second language acquisition and the factors that are essential in learning a 

second language. Many quantitative studies have tracked the length of time it takes for 



second language speakers to be able to compete academically against their native 

speaking peers and the distinction between Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills 

(BICS) and Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency (CALP). It has become 

conventional wisdom that BICS must be in place if CALP is to be apparent. While it may 

take up to two years to achieve age- appropriate conversational tlurncy. it will take five 

to seven years to achieve academic language proticiency. Researchers have noted the 

in~ponance of CALP in order to ensure academic success. 

The ESL field has embraced many teaching methods and strategies throughout the 

history of second language learning and teaching. Not on1 y have we come to view 

language development as an interactive and meaningful process. but the methodological 

t.clecticism has tried to address the variety of communicative needs faced by second 

language learners. In order to develop communicntivr competence and academic 

language proficiency. instructional practices have been informed by the interaction of 

three types of learning: linguistic competence. strategic competence and concept 

understanding. 

Researchers have taken a real interest in exploring academic success for ESL 

students. Previous studies have focused on high school graduation as a prime indicator of 

academic success and the challenges ESL students face as they attempt to complete high 

school requirements. The staggering ESL high school drop- out statistics also 

encapsulated the students' voice as they shared their stories of success and failure in the 

school system and their perceptions of the adjustment process to high school. Academic 

success for the students in Watt and Roessingh's study was a continuous struggle as even 



students with an advanced level of English language proficiency upon entry to high 

school had a 50% chance of high school graduation. 

Upon further looking into other research focusing on student perceptions of their 

learning experiences. there were few studies cited. Many of the studies again chose to 

focus on the differentiation between academically successful or unsuccessful and the 

factors students perceived influenced this academic success. Although these studies 

capture the students' views about academic success. the studies fell shon of creating a 

picture of what it was like to be an ESL student in high school without the sole emphasis 

only on academic success. The students' voice also needed to be hrmd about the quality 

of their learning experiences in order to gain a deeper understanding of their life- worlds. 

Other studies such as Kanno and Applebaum's study highlighted the mix of 

immigrant and international students in Canada and the sinfilarities and differences that 

students perceive as they learn a second language. International students also perceived 

themselves as marsinalized when attempting to learn a second language but the 

motivation factors differ between international students who are in a more temporary 

situation compared to immigrant students who need to make more of a life- time 

commitment to developing academic language proficiency and communicative 

competence. 

The previous research has also been based on a demographic profile that fits into 

the theory proposed by ESL researchers. Most of the research based on the last twenty 

years has focused more on a refugee demographic profile. Most of these students in this 

profile immigated to Canada with little or no English. While trying to experience 

academic success. these students seem to experience a predictable pattern of ups and 



downs as they try to develop their academic language proficiency and attain enough 

credits to graduate from high school. They seem to pick up BICS quite easily as they 

become conversationdly fluent with other students and teachers. but face the chdlenges 

of CALP as they struggle with content classes. Most of these students are not fluent in 

their first language and don't continue to develop their first language skills while in 

Canada. 

With u shift in immigrant demographics. a new student protilr has emerged that 

has been under- represented in the historical picture of immigration and education. This 

population is highly educated and educationally motivated. These students are 

experiencing success in content classes and are motivated to graduate from high school. 

Most of the students have studied English in their home countries and are considered to 

bc at an intermediate or advanced level of English language proticiency upon arrival to 

high school. This profile has at least a fifty- percent chance of meeting high school 

requirements and is motivated to do so. Taking these characteristics into consideration. 

this profile represents a population that we know very little about. The perceptions of 

this unique group of ESL students can add peat  value to the overall understanding of the 

dynamism of ESL. How do these students perceive their high school learning 

experiences'? What factors influence the quality of their learning experiences and how 

does this profile of students contribute to the richness and diversity of ESL education'? 



CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the way the research was designed and 

the method of research that provided the guidance to gather and analyze the data. 

Figure 3.1 
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Limitations and Strengths of the Study 
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Based on qualitative research. more broadly defined as any kind of research that 

produces findings not anived at by means of statistical procedures or other means of 

quantification (Corbin and Strauss. 1990). this research study adhered to the qualitative 

methodology of Grounded Theory Construction (Glaser &Strauss. 1967). 

Grounded theory offers a systematic approach focusing on the lived experiences and 

patterns within the experiences of the participants. Researchers go to the participants in 

the attempt to understand their perspectives within a given situation (Hutchinson. 1988). 

b 



It is on the basis of time and quality of interaction that the researcher becomes warranted 

by the participants. By using the procedures and techniques that guide Grounded Theory. 

I spent approximately three h d f  days a week over the span of six months observing. 

interacting with students and teachers. and interviewing students. The following is a 

detailed description of the way the research was designed to address the qiiestion: How 

do ESL students perceive the quality of their high school learning experiences'! 

3.1 Qualitative Research 

Stauss and Corbin refer to Qualitative research as a nonmathematical analytic 

procedure that results in findings derived from data gathered by a variety of means 

including observations. interviews. documents. books and videotapes. Boadan and 

Biklen use tive characteristics to detine Qualitative Research: 

I .  "Qualitative research has the natuml setting as the direct source of data and the 

researcher is the key instrument". 

The researcher enters and spends considerable time in the research setting in order to 

understand what is being observed in the setting in which i t  occurs. Researchers collect 

data and use their insight as a key instrument to analysis. The assumption that human 

behavior is influenced by the setting in which it occurs. guides qualitative researchers. 

2. "Qualitative research is descriptive". 

The data in qualitative research may include interview transcripts. field notes. 

photogaphs. videotapes. memos and other official records. The collected data is in the 

form of words or pictures rather than numbers. Researchers stay close to the recorded or 

transcribed forms of data during analysis. Quotations From the data are used to illustrate 

and substantiate written results. 



3. "Qualitative researchers are concerned with process rather than simply with outcomes 

or products" 

Questions such as How do people negotiate meaning'? and What is the natural history of 

the activities or events under study'?. guide researchers in focusing on the day to day 

process of interaction by the participants rather than looking towards the final outcomes 

of the study. 

-I. "Qualitative researchers tend to analyze their data inductively". 

The role of the researcher is not to prove or disprove hypothesis by searching out the 

datn. but to build abstractions as the datn is gathered and grouped together. X researcher 

begins to develop a theory about what is being studied after considerable time is spent 

with participants and data begins to be collected. This grounded theory (Glaser and 

Strauss. 1967) emerges from the bottom up mthrr from top down as many pieces of 

collected evidence are interconnected. 

5. "Meaning is of essential concern to the qualitative approach". 

Researchers are concerned with the perspectives of the participants. They are interested 

in the ways people make sense of their lives in order to shed light on the inner dynamics 

of different situations. Interviewers structure various strategies and procedures in order 

to consider the informants' perspectives of their experiences (Bogdan and Biklen. 1992). 

There are many types of qualitative research and different ways of handling 

qualitative data (Tesch. 1990). There are many common questions surrounding 

qualitative research including whether it is really scientific. The word scientific has been 

synonymous with quantitative research that is deductive and hypothesis testing. 



Researchers such as Bogdan and Biklen advocate that scientific research also includes 

rigorous and systematic empirical inquiry that is data based (Bogdan and Biklen. 1992). 

Qualitative research does meet these requirements and Trsch describes ten principles and 

practices that hold true for qudi tative analysis. 

1. " Analysis is not the last phase in the research process. it  is concurrent with data 

collection or cyclic". 

2. " The analysis process is systematic and comprehensive. but not r igid.  

3. Attending to data includes a reflective activity that results in a set of analytical 

notes that guide the process". These analytical notes are called memos. 

4. " Data are sesmented. divided into meaningful and relevant units yet the connection 

to the whoIe is maintained. 

5 .  '* The data segments arc categorized according to an onsoing system that is 

predominately derived form the data themselves". 

6. " The main intellectual tool is comparison: the method of comparing and contrasting 

is used during the analysis of data". 

7. "Categories for sorting segments are tentative and preliminary in the beginning and 

remain flexible". 

8. "Manipulating data during analysis is an eclectic activity: there is no one right away". 

It is possible to analyze any phenomenon in more than one way (Spradley. 

1979.p.92 L 

9. 'The procedures are neither scientific nor mechanistic". Methodological knowledge 

and intellectual competence guides researchers in their procedures. which are neither 

Limitlessly inventive nor strictly followed. 



10. "The result of the analysis is some type of higher level synthesis". The goal of the 

analysis is a larger consolidated picture that may include a composite summary. a 

description of patterns and themes or an identification of the fundamental structure of 

the phenomenon studied. 

Qualitative research is a powerful tool in uncovering the nature of persons' 

experiences. It can help us understand what lies behind any  phenomenon about which 

little is yet known. or i t  can provide new insight about things that we know quite a bit 

about (Strauss and Corbin. 1990 1. Grounded theory allowed me to use a qualitative 

methodology to explore the phenomenon of schooling for ESL high school students. 

This type of methodology involves systematic empirical inquiry that is data- based and 

adheres to the principles of qualitative research. 

3.2 Study Participants 

The participants are a key component in Grounded theory. Different researchers 

choose to refer to the people involved in a study as subjects. informants or participants. 

Seidman concludes that the word a researcher chooses to refer to the person being 

interviewed can communicate important information about the researcher's purpose and 

his or her view of the relationship t Seidman. 199 1 1. The :em subject may imply a more 

hierarchical relationship and that the person being interviewed can be subjugated even 

though some researchers may see the term more positive as the interviewee turns form an 

object to a subject. The term informant is a common anthropological term as the people 

that are interviewed inform researchers about a culture (Ellen. 1984). I agree with 

Seidman's notions about the term participant. as it reflects a sense of equity that a 



researcher tries to establish in an interviewing relationship and a sense of involvement 

that occurs in- depth interviewing (Seidman. 1991 ). 

The participants are a key component in grounded theory. In order to discover 

the world as seen through the eyes of the participants. which is fundamental to Grounded 

Theory. The researcher selected ten participants who were in attendance in a large urban 

Senior High public school. The prime criterion for participant selection was "ESL 

students who demonstrated an interest in participating in the study and sharing their high 

school leaning experiences." The researcher "enters the world of the people he or she 

plans to study. pets to know them. be known and trusted by them. and systematically 

keeps a record of what is heard and observed" (Borden BBikkn. 1992). During these 

visits. I observed and interacted with over tifty ESL beginners to advanced students in 

different settings inside and outside of scheduled class time. As participant observer. it  

was imperative for me to develop a positive rapport with the students in the high school's 

ESL propam. This was vital in determining who would be interested in participating in 

the study. and to identify those among the group with the capacity to reflect and articulate 

their experience. Attempts were made to balance the group by gender. first language and 

previous educational experience. The participants were approached by me in a face to 

face meeting where the letter to the participants and the consent form were carefully and 

thoroughly discussed before being signed by the participants. Participants under the age 

of eighteen required parental or guardian consent. 

The participants will be referred from this point on in this paper by the 

pseudonyms chosen by the students themselves. I felt that the purposive sample should 

reflect students from various levels and grades in the ESL program in order to enrich the 



study and provide for variation from different student perspectives. It is important to 

reiterate that the study site purposely chosen for this study reflects an ESL population 

with the majority ofthe ESL students enrolled in the program horn Pacific Rim 

countries. The minority of the ESL population came from various countries such as Iraq. 

Yugoslavia and Somalia. This population is indicative of Canada's changing 

demographics and it was hoped that this sample of students would provide valuable 

insight in addressing the research question. 

The chm below captures the sample of students who participated in the study by gender. 

home country. grade. years in Canada tirst language. age. current English language 

proficiency. 

Figure 3.2 

Profile of Participants 

As was indicated in the introduction. this sample was taken from the ESL 

program at the study site, which is comprised of eighty-five students primarily from 

Hong Kong, Korea and Taiwan. Most of these students have studied some beginning 
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English in their home countries and come into the ESL program with approximately a 

grade four reading level. This places the students in a level two/ three ESL class. which 

is an intermediate ESL class. They are above average in their educational preparation in 

their first language and are used to a rigorous and disciplined work ethic when it comes to 

school. A high priority on the role of education in determining future success is evident 

in their determination to finish high school and their future aspirations to attend 

university. While this sample represents a range of English language proficiency levels. 

all of the students are experiencing success or high success in content classes. Math and 

science courses are very accessible to these students where as English still seems to be a 

greater challenge. Highly supportive families and socio-economic privilege also 

characterize this profile of students. 

The students in this sample with the exception of Yaca from Yueoslavia can 

speak their first language fluently and attend heritage first language schools on the 

weekends to maintain and develop their first lansuage. All of the students were still 

involved in some fom of ESL programming whether it  was an adjunct English block or a 

drop in tutorial class. With the students being in different grades. their timetables 

consisted of various mainstream classes in pursuit of high school graduation. These 

students also had or discussed taking summer school in order to make the three-year goal 

toward graduation feasible. 

3 3  The Researcher as Participant: Participant Observation, Remaining Marginal, 

btemos 

The primary source of the data for this study was the interviews conducted with 

the ten participants. It was important to begin the fieldwork as a participant observer to 



gain the respect and tmst from potential participants for the interviews. Pertinent to the 

latter was the importance for the interview questions to be connected to the known 

behavior, in order for their answers to be better-interpreted (Glesne &Peshkin. 1997 ). 

Participant observation allows the researcher the opportunity to attain the status of a 

trusted person. see patterns of behavior. and leam how the actions of the participants 

correspond to their words. The main outcome of participant observation is to understand 

the research setting. its participants and their behavior (Glesnr Sc Peshkin. 1992). 

Over the six-month period. I was immersed at the study site as a participant 

observer to gain the trust and respect from my participants and to conduct the interviews. 

which formed the primary source of data for the study. Durinp this time. I was able to 

observe the students in various settings inside and outside of the classroom. The primary 

focus was to establish a positive rdppon with the students and become trusted by them in 

their environment. While the researcher participants and I interacted freely. I was also 

cautious to maintain a frame of suarded intimacy to ensure that I was not the focus of 

attention yet still free to observe and be  part of each environment without fully 

participating in the setting. As Horowitz puts it: " Remaining marginal allows one to 

continue to spend time with youps when they are no longer friendly" (Horowitz 

1986,426 ). 

Extensive field notes were recorded as I moved through the day with the 

participants in various ESL classes. during lunch breaks and after school. I had the 

opportunity to interact with about twenty- five ESL students who formed the extended 

group of individuals who were socially connected to the ten participants. When the ten 

participants were chosen for the interviews. the study began to focus in more detail on 



these pa.rticipants in order to enrich the interviews conducted with the ten participants. 

The field notes also became a place to record down analytic memos. which gave me a 

chance to reflect on the observations. It was an opportunity to write memos (Glaser 

&Strauss. 1967 ) to myself about what I thought was going on in the data. to write down 

feelings and clarify earlier interpretations. It also became a place for exploring my own 

biases. While I retlected in  my field journal about my own biases throughout the 

duration of the study it was also important For me to retlect on my own preconceptions 

and values coming into the study. 

By taking the role of participant observer. the researcher needs to be aware of 

her own preconceptions. values and beliefs in order to be able to understand the world of 

others (Bopdan & Biklen. 1992). Before beginning the fieldwork. an honest effort was 

made to reflect on what values and beliefs I held in ortier to acknowledge the influence it 

had on the choice of research topics. It also allowed me to approach the research with a 

new perspective. 

Being born in Canada to irnrnigant parents who immigrated to Canada in the 

sixties. I was raised learning two languages. English was not spoken at home. and the 

challenges of learning a second language while maintaining the first language became 

part of everyday life. Accompanying the language challen_ges. came feelings of 

frustration. confusion. and resentment as I tried to traverse the issues of identity. 

belonging, personal values and the distinctness of difference. These feelings were not 

short lived and the weight of cultural adjustment provided feu answers. As I still search 

for insight into many of the life-long questions that belong to the immigrant reality. I 



acknowledge my ability to speak two languages fluently and the strength of my identity. 

which guides the cause of my decisions. 

Being a Canadian born ESL student myself, I bring with me years of experiences 

that allow me a deeper understanding and more insight into the lives of ESL students. I 

am also a teacher who has been dedicated to meeting the needs of diverse learners for the 

last five years. This research was guided by my sense that ESL was not being seriously 

addressed in  my teaching experiences. Through my teaching experiences. I felt that 

teaching ESL students was more complicated and intricate than was tirst thought and 

explored in university preparation programs. Few quality resources were available and 

overall. I felt quite unprepared to meet the needs of these students. These feelings of 

guilt and frustration were also accompanied by my personal experiences as a speaker of a 

second language and the personal connection that I felt to my students. 

The belief that all students including ESL students have the right to a quality 

education and it is the responsibility of all educators to ensure that the needs of these 

students are being met. guides my teaching philosophy and practice. The ripht to student 

voice and allowing students to be heard is the essence of this study. which I firmly 

believe in and hold close to my heart. 

Going back to university as a graduate student has allowed me a deeper 

exploration into the various facets of second language education. It has reinforced the 

complexity of ESL education and the numerous issues that surround this area. By 

acknowledging my beliefs and values before beginning the study. it allowed me to feel 

confident about approaching the study with a fiesh look at what the students had to say 

without bias. yet allowing past experiences as a second language student. teacher and 



researcher to inform what was seen. heard and bring more insight into the analysis of the 

data. As Strauss and Corbin point out. " a qualitative researcher requires theoretical and 

social sensitivity. the ability to maintain analytical distance while at the same time 

drawing upon past experience and theoretical knowledge to interpret what is seen. astute 

powers of observation and good interactional skills" (Strauss and Corbin. 1990.p. 18). 

3.4 The Process to Gathering and analyzing the Data: Grounded Theory, 

Substantive Theories 

3.4.1 Grounded theory 

Grounded theory is firmly rooted in the work of Herbert Blumer and symbolic 

interactionism. Symbolic interactionists believe that people interact with each other 

through meaningful symbols. Human reality is socially and symbolically constructed. 

always emerging and relative to other facts of social life. This philosophy zuides 

pounded theory research especially in the data collection strategies of participant 

observation and interviewing ( Hutchinson. 1988 ). 

As the founders of Grounded theory. Glaser and Strauss. emphasized that the 

methodology is based on a systematic approach for generating middle range or 

substantive theories that explain a specific area of empirical inquiry. These theories 

help explain the real world as seen through the eyes of the participants. The theories are 

themselves guided by the assumption that people pattern their experience and that the 

patterns derive from their shared social and symbolic interactions t Glaser and Strauss. 

1967). It is often the purpose of Grounded theory to act as a form of social criticism. 

making judLments about identified patterns of social interaction. Grounded theory also 



provides a new perspective on a given situation by offering new ways to explain and 

predict educational phenomenon (Glaser and Strauss. 1967 ). 

Hutchinson highlights the relevance of Grounded Theory methodology to 

education. She describes the need for middle- range data based theory that explains the 

everyday world of teachers. students. administrators and the school beauracracy. With a 

focus on the lived experience. patterns of experience and judging and appraising the 

experience. grounded theory offers a systematic way to "study the richness and diversity 

of human experience and to generate relevant. plausible theory which can be used to 

understand the contextual reality of social behavior" (Hutchinson. 1988. p. 127 ). 

3.4.2 Data Collection: Interviews 

The primary source of data came from the interviews with the students. 

"Interviews permit researchers to verify. clarify. or alter what they thought happened. to 

achieve a full understanding of an incident. and to take into account the lived experiences 

of participants (Hutchinson. 1985). Additional field notes as participant observer and 

samples of students' work also accounted as secondary sources of data. which informed 

the tindings. 

The overall purpose of Grounded theory is to develop an inductively grounded 

theory about a phenomenon that it represents. It is discovered and verified through 

systematic data collection and analysis pertinent o the phenomenon. (Glaser and Strauss. 

1967). The semi- structured interviews were focused around the central open- ended 

question. " How do ESL students perceive their high school learning experiences'?" 

There were some loosely structured questions to guide the conversation. The topics 

included students' high school impressions. perceptions about mainstream classes. ESL 



classes. peer support. ESL programming and satisfaction with high school. I was flexible 

in pursuing the issues that participants brought forth. 

The initial interviews were conducted one at a time with each participant. Each 

interview was audio- taped and lasted approximately one hour. The initial interviews did 

not begin until the middle of December allowing me the opportunity to develop rapport 

with the participants and to establish a sense of comfort and respect between researcher 

and participants. Part of the trustworthiness of interview data is based on the trust that 

has accrued between the interviewer and the participant. Part is based on the 

interviewer's sense of the participant as a person. These are developed through informal 

interactions and observations that precede the interview. The interview per se is merely a 

time when the two people can explore ideas face to face. Interviews that are devoid of 

any pre-existing relationships are more difficult to triangulate and are more prone to 

misinterpretation and shallower exploration. 

3.43 Data Analysis: Emergent Theme Construction, Constant Comparison Method, 
Coding. Concepts. Categories. Constructs 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the processes of Grounded Theory Analysis taken from Figure 9.2 
Grounded Theory- Education and Grounded Theory ( Hutchinson. 1988 1. 
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I Saturation of Codes. categories and consuucts 

Lirenture Review 

Theory delimited to a few theoretical 
constructs. their categories and 
properties 

X dense theon. covering behavioral 
variation; a sense of closure 

Discovering litenmre that supports 
Illuminates or extends proposed 
Theon. 

Writing the theory A piece of publishable research 



Following grounded theory procedures. once the first interview was completed. 

formal data andysis began. What follows is my attempt to describe in a more simplified 

manner the steps that were taken to reliably analyze the data according to some of the 

suggested procedures and techniques. relevant to the methodology. Grounded Theory 

offers an extensive collection of procedures and techniques when analyzing data, 

including different procedures such as constant comparison. theoretical comparison. 

micro- analysis including techniques such as flip flop. systematic comparison. waving the 

red flag. and asking questions when analyzing words. phrases and sentences. While it is 

beyond the scope of this paper to elaborate on dl of the techniques and procedures. the 

next section in this chapter will focus on the formal procedures undertaken in the analysis 

of the data. 

The two formal procedures that were undertaken in the analysis were emergent 

theme construction and the constant comparison method (Glaser and Strauss. 1967). 

A procedure allows the researcher to make comparisons and ask questions. .A large 

aspect of the process of analysis is the coding of data from the first day in the field. 

Coding is the analytic process through which the data is fractured. conceptualized and 

integrated to form a theory (S trauss and Corbin. 1990). This requires the researcher to 

change focus and pursue leads revealed by the ongoing data analysis. By the constant 

comparison method. the researcher compares incident with incident. incident with 

category. category with category or consuuct with construct. The researcher is 

continuously looking for patterns as the data is coded and analyzed. 

Three levels of coding were used. Level one coding uses the actual words that 

the participants use in the description of the action in the setting. They are called 



substantive codes or concepts. An observation. a sentence. or a paragraph is taken apart 

and given a name. This concept name represents a mnemonic token for the phenomenon. 

Concept names fix attention on the data and draw similar data into groups from which the 

initial interpretation of the data emerges. Questions are asked and the concepts are 

classified and subclassified in different ways according to their properties and 

dimensions. The properties of concepts can be thought of as attributes or characteristics 

of a phenomenon. Some are unique and defining, while others are more constative and 

co- occurring. Each property can be dimensionalized by degree along a continuum. The 

vast array of resulting concepts is then organized into coherent categories. 

Leve! two codes or categories arise from condensins level one codes. Concepts 

are erouped together that pertain to the same phenomenon. The researcher at this point 

asks questions from the data such as "What does this incident indicate?" Similarities and 

differences are distinguished among incidents and similar events define a category while 

differences between incidents establish coding boundaries and that is how relationships 

among categories are gradually defined. Researchers look for the concepts that fit 

together and how they fit together. 

Level three codes represent the theoretical constructs "which weave the 

fractured data back again*' (Glaser. 1978.p. 1 16) and demonstrate the existing 

relationships among the three level of codes. There is a relationship between the 

concepts in terms of how they relate to one another and how they integrate to form a 

whole. The constructs are grounded in categorical codes. which preclude the possibility 

of abstract theorizing. 



The relationship between the concepts in terms of how they relate to each other 

(syntagmatic structure) and how they integrate to form a whole (paradigmatic structure) 

is a theoretical one. Grounding the constructs in categorical codes minimizes abstract 

theorizing. according to Glaser. 

3.4.4 The Core Variable 

The data can then be further sorted at a more theoretical level by identifying a 

central '?heme" or more specifically. what the literature refers to as either the core 

variable or basic social psychological process. The core variable illuminates the main 

theme of the participants' behavior and explains what underlies the data. making it a 

coherent representation of reality. The core variable recurs frequently in the data. links 

the data together and explains much of the variation in the data. It becomes the basis for 

the generation of the theory (Glaser & Suauss. 1967). Like most theories in the social 

sciences. grounded theory subscribes to the notion that a theory should i m  at achieving 

simplicity. elegance. utility and parsimony: as a result. a grounded theory ends up 

including a few theoretical constructs. their categories and properties. This pattern 

through saturation (completeness of all levels of codes) is said to produce a grounded 

theory: a set of well-developed concepts related through statements of relationship. which 

together constitute an integrated framework that can be used to explain or predict 

phenomena (Strauss and Corbin. 1990). 

In this research study. the methodology for arriving at a grounded theory. began 

with coding the data from the first interview conducted. Memos were consistently added 

throughout the interviews in order to record the emergence of my thinking process. 

surrounding the data. " The researcher quickly and spontaneously records his ideas in 



order to capture the initially elusive and shifting connections with the data (Hutchinson. 

L988.p. 126). 

bficroanalysis: Flip- flop, Red Hag 

The process described above was applied to all ten interviews. In grounded 

theory it is imperative to constantly ask comparative questions of the data. These 

questions are pertinent in the exploration of the data and to the direction of siunpling. and 

interviewing. To start thinking at a more theoretical level grounded theory methodology 

advocates for theoretical comparison through microanalysis. This is a detailed line by 

line analysis at the beginning of a study in order to generate initial categories with their 

assumed properties and dimensions. This process was conducted on the tirst couple of 

interviews in the current study. There are a variety of recognized techniques that can be 

usrd by m analyst to gain microanalytic insight into the data. The techniques that were 

usrd in this study included the flip-flop technique (turning the concepts upside down and 

imagining the opposite) and a red flag technique (increasing the awareness of 

respondent bias by identifying key frequency adverbs like never. always rtc. ). These 

techniques are meant to promote greater sensitivity towards the topic beins explored. 

Through this micro- analysis a number of concepts and categories develop. which are 

further explored as the relationships m o n g  the categories begin to establish. 

Once the initiaI interviews were conducted and transcribed, a second set of 

interviews was arranged. These interviews allowed the participants the opportunity to 

review the transcript in order to clarify. extend or make changes to the transcripts. It also 

provided the opportunity to ask the participants significant suiding questions that 

emerged from the comparative analysis of the first few interviews. These questions are a 



means of probing for potential significance with the participants. Responses to these 

questions manifest variations among participants and as general patterns across the 

analysis of the second interviews. 

3.5 Theoretical Sensitivity 

One of the most qualitative aspects of grounded theory is its reliance on 

theoretical sensitivity. This is a term used to refer to the personal intellectual acumen of 

the researcher. It is a blend of the attributes of insight. insight i the ability to know the 

data as if it were your own) and intuition (something Bruncr has eloquently described as 

synonymous with paradigmatic imaeination- the ability to extrapolate possible scenarios 

within a frame) ( Brunrr. 1962 J. These two attributes underlie the capacity to understand 

and separate the pertinent from the non. The sources for theoretical sensitivity come 

from professional experience. personal experience and literature. My personal 

experiences and my retlections as an educator allowed me to utilize theoretical sensitivity 

and recognize what was important in the data and give it  meaning. 

Once the second intemiews were analyzed. I was closer to purposing a theory to 

address the question: How do ESL students perceive the quality of their high school 

learning experiences'? Accorditrg to grounded theory methodology. once there is 

completeness of all level codes and no new conceptual information is available. then the 

researcher looks towards the kitemture to find support for the emergent theory. The 

literature that extends the proposed theory is interwoven with the actual corpus of data. 

The theory is articulated with the core variable (main theme) as its central focus. 

The phases of the core variable serve as subheadings for the elaboration of the study. It is 

an inductive process that requires the researcher to live with the data. The resulting 



theory will be presented in Chapter four. but before delving into its detail. it is worth 

considering the means by which the quality of such theories can be evaluated. 

3.6 A Quality Grounded Theory: Relevance, Theoretical Sensitivity 

A quality grounded theory is evaluated by how it explains major behavioral and 

interactional variation in the data. It should be able to predict what will happen under 

certain conditions and with given variables: i t  must also possess relevance. which is 

related to the core variable and its ability to explain the ongoing processes. 

Relevance is clear when the participants recognize the researchers constructs. This means 

the participants in the settine immediately recognize and accept the meta language of the 

researcher's constructs. Theoretical sensitivity and the methodology of allowing the 

core variable to emerge out of the data without imposing preconceived ideas are factors 

that are thought to engender the relevance of the theory. While substantive theories may 

be valid for the studied population. relevance is assumed to pertain to people in similar 

situations. allowing for a more generalizeable outcome. 

3.7 Limitations and Strengths of the Study 

To obtain the richness and depth of understanding. I chose to work with a small 

number of participants. As I coded and analyzed the data rather than computer coding 

software. (e.g.. NUDIST) the sample needed to remain small enough to ensure a thorough 

process. While a small sarnple may limit the generalizability of the findings. the purpose 

of this research was to capture a deeper understanding of ESL students' perceptions of 

their high school experiences while focusing on profile of participants that reflect a new 

aspect of Canada's changing demographics. Despite the sarnple size. my theoretical 

sensitivity suggests that the findings are relevant to other students in different settings 



who are in similar situations. The findings are generalizeable to other ESL students 

overall who are faced with the similar challenges and opportunities as they lean a second 

language. Validation checks were consistently part of the research process as data was 

constantly compared and contrasted through a search for unusual circumstances and 

negative cases. 

During the process of theoretical sampling. the researcher makes decisions that 

limit the breadth of a study by purposefully seeking depth. The choice in favor of depth 

rather than looking towards other participants from the study site or perhaps from other 

study sites limits the comparability but enhances the feasibility of n methodolopicall y 

sound study. Due to the age of the students in the sample and the ethical approval that 

needs to be obtained before beginning a study. selecting students at various stages of the 

study would have been difficult. To obtain the richness and depth from the interviews. 

which formed the primary source of data collection. it was also important for me to spend 

as much time as possible with the ten participants in order to be trusted and respected 

before conducting the interviews. This relationship would not have been established if 

the research was spread over a number of schools. 

It is important to acknowledge that I wanted to disrupt the lives of the students as 

little as possible. Due to the students* varying school timetables and participants from 

various grades and ievels. interacting with the ten participants was a time consuming 

process. The interviews took longer than anticipated since the cornrnunicative ability of 

the participants was usually much less that their CAW. Given these Limitations. the 

depth of understanding would have suffered if I had chosen multiple sites to conduct the 

interviews, 



This particular study focused on the students and their perceptions about their 

leaning experiences. The participants were the students and the methodology focused on 

was grounded theory. The students provided the primary source of data and this data was 

not open to the interpretation from other students. teachers or adnunistriitors. While I 

spent considerable time with one of the ESL teachers. the teacher was fundamental in 

helping the researcher arrange interviews. providing samples of students' work and 

allowing me access to her classes and classroom. The interviews were systematically 

analyzed and interpreted following grounded theory methodology closely. 

While the validity and reliability of the study may be questioned by not including 

multiple perspectives from \mious stakeholders in the study site. I felt that would have 

changed the essence of the study and would have been a completely different study 

altogether. Perhaps a follow up to a study such as this one would be to intenrirw other 

teachers. administrators and students to identify the perceptions of the other interested 

parties and examine the relationship between their perspectives and the data provided by 

the students. I feel confident that through participant observation. the close connection to 

the students and the data. and the consistent effort to follow grounded theory 

methodology. there were consistent checks on the validity of the study. 

One difficulty that I was not anticipating when I b e p n  the study and became 

clearer as I spent more time with the students in the ESL program was their level of 

English language proficiency and their ability to articulate their experiences. As 

articulation was one of the criterions when choosing the participants. it became a 

challenge to ensure that interested students in the study were also able to share and reflect 

on their experiences. Although I expected the struggles from beginner learners. I was 



surprised by the difficulty that many intermediate and advanced learners had in carrying 

on a conversation. I felt that it was important to conduct the interviews in English 

because it provided different insight and a different relationship that could have not been 

captured with an interpreter translating every word. Nevertheless. some of the depth and 

emotion in the students' responses was lost due to the inability to clearly articulate their 

thoughts and feelings in words but the emotion and body language that was conveyed 

during the interviews appeared as a receiving aspect of the interview memos. and became 

an integral pan. of the analytic process. 

While this was a small study relative to other research in the field. I feel confident 

in the thorough approach that was taken throughout the study to ensure that ethical 

standards were met and that the methodology chosen was closely followed and adhered 

to. The theory that emerged was an effort to answer the research question and provide 

more insight into ESL students and education. Chapter four will present and interpret the 

findings through the presentation of the theory and its theoretical constructs. 

One final note. the quality of the research study itself lies in its methodology. 

More often then not. i t  is the case with qualitative studies that the mrthodological rigor is 

left under articulated. From the onset. this study set a priority on articulating its 

methodological rigor in order to warrant its grounded theory. The methodological rigor 

limits the scope of interpretations. but equally limits unfounded inventiveness. one of the 

dangers of qualitative research that has been identified by Tesch ( 1990). 



CHAPTER 4 

THE FINDINGS 

4.1 Introduction 

The initial research question that informed this work was: How do ESL students 

perceive their high school learning experiences'? Throughout the study. this question 

became more focused through the interviews. The data upon analysis indicated a core 

variable and four categories that ESL students perceived as influencing their high school 

learning experiences and their overall quality of education. 

As discussed in chapter three. the basis of grounded theory is to discover the core 

variable or main theme. This core variable describes what is going on in the data. It 

recurs frequently in the data. it links the data together and it explains much of the 

variation in the data. This core variable becomes the basis for the generation of the 

theory (Hutchinson. 1988 1. 

The core variable that emerged in this study was the importance of English 

language proticiency (ELP) to the students. The students perceive that their ELP affects 

the quality of their high school learning experiences every day. The findings indicate that 

perceptions of ELP are characterized by the same features as assessment based studies 

(Klesmer. Collier. etc) have identified. Time. instructional support. socio-cultural 

influences and personal motivation are seen as key factors. though these elements are 

more subjectively articulated. For example: This sample of students. while facing many 

challen_ges. were also experiencing academic success in content class. Their definition of 

success was not only academic but also cultural. The importance of ELP to the lives of 

these students was not only in terms of CALP but also in terms of the role BICS played in 



the quality of their learning experiences. This study challenges conventional wisdom in 

regard to the length of time it takes to develop English language proficiency and the order 

that BICS and CALP develops for these participants. It was important for this sample of 

students to develop their basic interpersonal communication skills in order to effectively 

communicate with native speaking peers and teachers. While students acknowledged the 

struggles associated with content classes and the need to continue to develop CXLP. 

BICS is where most of the participants fell short of feeling successful. 

While the four factors of time. instructional suppon. socio cultural factors and 

personal motivation have been identified in quantitative studies. this study is unique in 

presenting the students' voice and what they perceive as factors that influence their ELP 

and overall quality of education. The students' voice is powerful in presenting these 

factors according to their school in^ experiences and the way thesc factors influence their 

ability to communicate effectively. complete their course requirements cmd ensure a 

quality education. 

4.2 The Theory 

The quality of ESL student's high school learning experiences is determined by 

their perceived level of English language proficiency. The factors of time. 

instructional support, socio- cultural influences and personal motivation directly 

influence their English language proficiency and thus the quality of their education. 

The theory is supported by the students' own words taken form the transcribed 

interviews to e ~ c h  the proposed theory. The following chapter will elaborate on the 

proposed theory by looking at the students' words to suppon and clarify each factor in 

more detail to obtain a clearer understanding of the factors that ESL students perceive 



influence the quality of their high school experiences. References will also be made to 

the ESL literature that supports or in some cases contradicts the findings of the 

researcher. 

4 3  The Core Variable -English Language Proficiency 

The participants perceived that their level of English language proficiency affects 

every aspect of their daily lives as students experience the phenomenon of schooling. 

English language proficiency was defined in great detail in chapter two according to the 

literature in the field. Collier and Klesmer have lead the way in trackins the development 

of second language acquisition against the time it takes to compete academically with age 

peers in the second languase (Collier. 1987.1989a. 1989b:Klesmer. 1993). Cummins has 

developed a framework for the development of language proficiency from BICS to CXLP 

(Cummins. 198 1.1952 ). These findings have influenced the ESL tirld dramatically and 

perhaps it has become conventional wisdom for most ESL educators. Many researchers 

as vital to ESL students' cultural adjustment and educational success. have acknowledged 

the role of English language proticiency. Watt. Roessingh and Bosrtti discussed the 

essential and determining feature to educational and positive cultural adjustment is the 

attainment of English language proficiency 1 1996 ). 

English language proficiency has also been broken down into levels of 

proficiency according to the definition of an ESL learner as a beginner. intermediate or 

advanced student. There are various assessment strategies across the country to 

determine a student's level of English language proficiency. These include standardized 

testing and more broad based assessments. The participants in this study are assessed 

using various assessment strategies including a Gates MacGinitie standardized reading 



test. Students are placed into a level between one to five. which correlates with the ESL 

high school curriculum. These levels are broken down from beginner to advanced with 

level five being a transition into mainstream. 

Most of the participants in the study came to Canada with a reading grade level of 

4.5 according to the Gates MacCinitie reading test. All of the participants have studied 

English in their home countries. Their receptive skills. listening and reading. we stronger 

than their writing and speaking skills. Most of these students were placed in  intermediate 

ESL classes upon arrival to Canada where the focus was more on CXLP type instruction 

focusing on developing academic language proficiency rather than Basic Interpersonal 

Communicative Skills ( BICS 1. 

.All of the participants viewed ELP as essential to their quality of education. The 

following comments illustrate the importance of ELP to their lives. 

Researclzer: What (lo yorr enjoy abortt scltool:' 

Sean: Making with jkiends \t-itll others :' 

Resetircher: Like Whom :' 

Sean: ESL friends. my English is not good eiioiigh for Canadian 

Researcher: Yorr don't think yori 're English is good enorigh to make friertds with 

Canadians ? 

Sean: Not really -no- maybe later! 

Resenrcher: When do yorr think it will happen? 

Sean: /Maybe nborit a venr- I try speak nlorr English and not in Cantonese 



Michael's comments also convey importance of ELP to his daily life. 

Researcher: Are you enjoying high school? 

~tliclzuel: ;\fer one year 

Resectrcher: Carl yo~r explain that:' 

Michael: Because ofthe lnngrrctge problem. A~ld because nzy langlroge probler~l rnakes 

,lor piends and yolr can't be mtisfieil. Yolr look at teacher and don't k~zokt* \r*hor mlkirzg 

obolrt. iV/zen people are rrrlking. you can't imdersmnii czll words. 

Derrick. a participant in grade twelve reflects on his biggest accomplishment and his 

biggest challenge in high school. 

Researcher: bMmr ilrnqe yolr nccomplislred in irigil scllool so fizr rlltzt o r /  ore the rllosr 

pr-olrti of? 

Derrick: Learnirzg Eng!islz. Ifyotr ilon ' r  tmre English. yolr dor1'r kr~ou. rile marl1 

qwstions: yoit can 'f make fkienris, nor ererz \t*atclz r. 1.. programs. 

R~senrclzer: What has beer1 the nlost c/mllenging part of high school? 

Derrick: It is still my English! 

ELP in  this case is mostly related to the students' Basic Interpersonal Communication 

Skills (BICS) as they talk about their friends. t.v. and classroom talk. 

The theory that the quality of ESL students' high school learning experiences is 

determined by their perceived level of English language proficiency is influenced by four 

categories which interrelate and influence one another. The factors of time. instructional 

support. socio- cultural influences and personal motivation will be elaborated on in the 

followin_e section. 



4.4 Structure of Categories and Constructs 

Time affects the level of English language proficiency (ELP) and success in high 

school 

a- All students perceived needing more time to be successful in school 

b- Students perceived needing time to develop ELP and complete high school 

c- Students' who speak the same \anyage as their ESL peers perceived BICS as a major 

struggle 

d- Students who did not have the same first language peers perceive stronger tics with 

native English speaking peers and are able to articulate their experiences more 

clearly. 

e- Students resent the concept of time as defined in a school setting 

Effective Instructionai Support is needed to develop ELP and provide quality 

education for ESL students 

a- Mainstream teachers have not made a paradigm shift to a multilingual- multicultural 

audience 

b- ESL support is perceived as essential to their success and provides a comfort zone for 

ESL students 

c- ESL is seen as temporary and remedial not as a route to achieving bilin_pualism 

Socio- Cultural factors impact relationship with peers and teachers 

a- Students who have first language peers depend on their first language peen for 

comfort and security 

b- Students who do not have first language peers express taking more risks 



c- Feelings of isolation. frustration. minimal interaction- common perception among 

students 

d- Parental pressure influences motivation to do well in school 

c- BICS is a determining factor in establishing relationships with native speaking peers 

f- Students want to be understood by teachers and peers 

Personal Motivation is a powerful force for students 

a- Hard work determines educational progress 

b- All students perceive a personal responsibility to do well in  school 

c- Sacrifices now in school will reap rewards in the future 

d- Hopes and beliefs about outcomes of actions keeps them going 

4.5 Time affects the level of ELP and success in high school 

4 . 1  All students perceived needing more time to be successful in school 

Time was defined in various ways in  the study. Other researchers such as Early 

1992: Watt. Roessingh and Bosetti. 1996b have acknowledged time as a central theme in 

the literature. Early discusses time in terms of developing English language proficiency 

and the time successful students spent on studying and completing homework (Early. 

1992). In the current study. the students were quick to realize that time for them was 

essential. As they worked toward bridging the language gap while competing against 

their native speaking peers academically in mainstream classes. students discussed the 

need for time to develop their English language proficiency. Students viewed learning 

English as one of the most difficult things for them to do in high school. They recognized 

that learning English took time. It wasn't going to happen over night and that in time 



things would be easier for them because they would know more English. This would 

help them in their classes. making friends. and in their future aspirations. 

In the following vignette. Yaca points out the importance or more time for her to 

complete assignments and the high expectations of her English teacher. 

Researcher: Whnr ilo yoir believe are tlze especrarions of yoitr E~zglish reoclrrr:' 

Yocn: He \lnnrs n lor. Now \tee're working o~r Slzakrspe~~re on presenting and I u*as srrre 

! c-oirlrln 'rfinish rhroirgh rlw weekenrl. I jitst)olrnd olrr on Friday n,rd I liad otller 

horne\t~ork rrssignrtzenrs and I rriedfinisllir~g ir a ~ d  rociq I asked if I coirld Iruve fifree~t 

nzirzlrres just ro finish birr I coitldn 'r. He nht*nys asks o lot. He czht~crys gives its ot ~~iglrr 

rllree chnprers and rms\;.ers tlze qitestions nr sc~hool. E r c ~ o ~ t e  rlli11ks ir is roo rnirch ~ 1 1 1  

rlze rime. He n*nnrs too mlrch. He always rlrinks rhar we are nrhpance E~lglisli u~trl rili~zks 

\tPr ore Ca~zadin~ls. Tlznr \re can do if. Birr ir *s izor rlznt ensxjbtbr- trs foreigrt people. We 

ol\\-uys ask ilinzfbr nzore iinze birr 11-e co~r never. Mrs. X ol\c*o~s gives rirtre. R e  can 

trnciersmnd becalrse she is czlso fronr a [liferent corrnrn \t*he~z sltr mnlc cznil she trlo\t*s we 

nerd ntol-e rime so she g i l ~ s  us. Like tro~zorro\t~ slle is going ro gi\*e us an assignme~lr cmc/ 

we /lare rime ro bring btzckfor her Friday so we hm~e all rllis ri~~re ro \t*ork orz it. Slre 

giws its time birr 0111- G~glish reacher. he doesrt 'r. 

Laura explains why learning English is difficult for her and the time i t  takes. 

Researcher: CVhy is learning Englislz dif/i~ilr for yolr? 

Lnrrra: English is my second langriage and we have ro do e~eyrliing rhnr oil~er stirdents 

(lo. We have ro do the same things nnd I hrrr~e only been ieanling English for nt-o years 

and we have to carch irp likeflfiern years. 

Researcher: What do yorr mean by carcliing rrp .7 



Lnrrra: Well yorr have to catch irp to others. It is your responsibili~ catcl? irp. Marks will 

drop and yorr won'r go to rmiversity ifyoir do11 't. 

43.2 Students perceived needing time to develop ELP and complete high school 

Time also played a role in the way they perceived the need to complete high 

school. AII ten of the participants were determined in completing high school in three 

years except for Ray who was nineteen and repenting courses that he had failed. In order 

for this goal to be a feasible one. the students all took or were going to take summer 

school in order to make up the needed time to attain the credits. The students discussed 

the need to make effective time- table choices in order to complete the courses they 

needed for high school graduation and entrance into university. Time was a determining 

factor. as they did not want to take continuing education courses or be faced with dealing 

with the age cap of nineteen that limits the completion of their studies in their home high 

schools. Ray brought insight about the students who are not as successtLl in mainstream 

classes and are struggling to complete high school. A view of resentment shadows his 

statement as he wished for more time in high school. 

Resenrclzer: Tell me nboirr what yorr are goirig to do r2e.t-t year:' 

Ray: I want to finish high school here. The teczclrer better here birr I can't smcly. 

Researcher: CVtzy do y r  think yorr coirlln 't Jnislt high school here ? 

Ray: English is the problem. Nor enolrgh rime to learn. Too nzrrch homen+o,t in regitlnr 

classes. Erpectations high. iV1y English kept me back. Can't make progress. 

The inability to sense language progress because of the pressure for content products 

exacerbates the anxiety about the shonap of time. 



4 5.3 Students who speak the same language as their ESL peers perceived BICS as a 
major struggle 

One of the prime criteria for choosing this particular study site was the majority of 

ESL students from Pacific Rim countries compared to a more varied cultural school. It 

became evident to the researcher through participant observation. that use of first 

language in class and out of class was common among all eight participants from Pacific 

Rim countries. These students would interact with their first language peers and choose to 

speak in their first language. This was observed during ESL classes. tutorial support 

classes and during lunch and after school. While the use of first langurtcgs is important 

when learning a second language. the students from Pacific Rim countries spoke of the 

struggles they had when communicating with target language ppers and the comfon they 

sought when communicating in their first language. While this sentiment was more 

common with the beginners who had been in Canada for less than two years. the more 

intermediate/ advanced students in the sample expressed the difficulty they still have in 

participating in conversations with native speaking peers and feeling pan of this social 

eroup. While they recognize the importance of trying to speak in English. the following 
C 

statements express the difficulty they perceive using the second language and belonging 

to their English native peer groups. 

Sean in grade eleven talks about the comfon he has with his ESL friends 

Researcher: Do yolr hare nrany narive Canadian friends .7 

Sean: iVo jirst a few 

Researchec is it easier to befriends \t.itlz ESL srr {dents ? 

Sean: Yes 

Researcher Why? 



Sean: Becarise they (111 come from different coitntries a~id we can find out a lot from 

people from [he same cottnry by rising first lnngrtage 

Researclrer: \Vllnt do yorr talk nbotrt britll yorrr ESL friends? 

Sean: CVe talk nbortt many of tliings like aborrt orrr past 61 Ho~rp Kong 

Researcliec So \rfoirld yoir say t/mt yorr talk n lot irt yortrfirst lnngrrage at school:' 

Sean: Yeah 

Researclrer: Is tlwr n good or bad rlring? 

Sea~i: I think it is the best corn~rrsatio~r becrrirse it is ttrost corl~brtable. 

Laura in grade ten expressed the wish to have more Canadian friends but the difficulties 

she encounters 

Researcher: Can yorr re11 nle frrore nborrt yoirr jPiends:' 

Lcrrrra: bt'rll, 1 don't k?zo\\- causc3 Lrnz / really like to make sornrjiirnds that arc, 

Carindicrrr, brrr somerimes it's pretg di'clrlt  for nre to clo that iritr so I don ' r  kno\is. 

Researcher: \V7ty do yorr think it is dificrt ft ro make Ccrnadimr frie~tds 1' 

Lnrrro: I don't know. bltt I tlzint becalrse the langlrage and sometimes it's bccnlrse rlzey 

already have known friends for lotlg. so it's pret? diffclilt to yori know talk to them 

Researclrer: So br~hat was the other thing yo~r said ... it's dificrilt to talk to tlzem and .... 

Larrra: Well they have friends already and it's hard 

John in grade twelve talks about the challenges he still encounters as he vies to 

communicate with native English speaking peers 

Researcher: So in sclzool, do o i r  speak yotirfirst language n lor.? 

John: Yeah sometimes. Yeah brith friends thnr are from Hung Kong too. And I have to 

prtr a lot of effon into [fling ro cornmitnicnte with stirdents who are from Cmada. 



Researcher: Why is tltat ? 

John: I /rave lo try to ltnderstarld \tvt~at they are talking obortt sometimes. Dltring the 

conversation. I have to ry to ltnderstand what they are talki~rp aboltr. 

Researclzer: ZVltat makes it iiificrrltjor volt to imderstartd? 

Johrz: The topic they are talking abolrr 

Resenrclier: Can yo11 give me nn esoinple:' 

Johrz: Like baseball or basketball gtritres. Sports. Like talking abolrr people. Talkbrg 

nboirt bad things obolrt ofller people. 

Researcller: Do yo11 rhink rltis will clrrrngr :' 

John: I rhbrk ir rrlight clronge if1 sroy i~r Cniladrr more longer tinre. I miglzt grr irserl to it. 

While i t  has become conventional wisdom that most ESL students attain Basic 

interpersonal Communicative Skills in less than two years t Cummins. 198 1. 1982 ) I 

question whether this is the case for this pmicular sample of students. Depending on 

their age of arrival and level of English language proficiency upon anival. most beginner 

students lurive in Canada and are immersed in the English language and culture in 

school. Most beginners begin right away with BICS type of instruction with the primary 

focus of being able to communicate with other students and teachers. This is typically 

the case for elementary students who come to school with a less fully matured first 

culture and are placed in the mainstream classroom. with some ESL support. These 

students are quick to pick up the social language that is heard in classroom. on the 

playground and on the bus. This social language makes up BICS and it is common for 

teachers to overestimate the general ELP based on the fluency of BICS. The next step in 

their development is to become proficient in CALP. While in typical situations. with 



younger. less schooled learners. BICS precedes CALP and is often acquired in less than 

two years: there may be circumstances such as in this study. that CALP actually precedes 

BICS and that BICS becomes the major hurdle to achieving ELP. 

In this particular study the students from Pacific Rim countries have multiple 

opportunities at school to speak their first language to satisfy their need for social 

interaction. Upon anival to Canada. and based on previous English language learning. 

they are likely to be placed in more intermediate ESL classes where the language focus 

has shift to a more CALP type of instmction. in order to prepare students for educational 

success in mainstream classes. While the students do not object and in most cases expect 

this type of instruction. it also raised a red flap for the researcher in terms of the impact 

that the absence of BICS will have on these students. This issue will be explored in more 

detail in Chapter five. but the question inherent in this observation is: I l  the focus is on 

CALP in order to experience success in mainstream classes and graduate from high 

school. what sacrifices are made in terns of BICS? Lf these students are not interacting 

with native speaking peers. how will this impact their social relationships with others. 

and what future impact will this have for them in university and the work force'? 

Many students alluded to the social isolation that they feel because they can not 

communicate effectively with native speaking peers. 

Michael's comments illus~ate this point. 

Michael: I wish I could join the groirp and just like before in Tui\r*an nnri jirst irsed to be 

part of the groirp. This bothers me. 

Researcher: So \r.oiild yo~r say it is iiiflcirlt to feel part of n group here? 



Michael: Yes. Like in Taht*a.nrr there was a grotrp ojyorir or five people and they enjoy 

rteork, play together, talking together, doing tlzirlgs. Even go to the rvashroonz together. 

Like irere still can't make enocrgh friends and I tlrink it's becactse of my dialoglie, not 

e~lorigh and vocab~rlary not enough. 

Many students also hoped that this would change in time as they learned more English 

and became more comfortable with it. 

One insight that runs contrary to conventional wisdom is that Basic Interpersonal 

Communication Skills are acquired not only by having the opportunities to communicate 

with speakers of the native language. but also by instruction that is targeted at BICS and 

BICS related content. In contexts which do not parallel the young learner scenario. the 

typical expectations of acquiring BICS in less than two years become unlikely. and there 

is no guarantee that university level education will in itself do anything ro improve rhr 

status of BICS. 

Researcher in applied linguistics. Won: Fillmore. has noted the importance of the 

active use of the target language of extreme importance to the acquisition process. This 

communicative interaction and the negotiation of meaning between learners and 

competent users of the target language are central to the second language acquisition 

process. Wong Fillmore's model suggests three components that are integral to this 

process. ( 1 ) learners who realize they need to speak the second language and are 

motivated to do so: t 2)  First language speakers who know the language well enough to 

provide the learners with access to it and to reinforce the need for learning it: and (3) a 

social setting that brings learners and first language speakers into sufficiently frequent 

contact to make language learning possible (Wong Fillmore. 199 1 ). 



Fillmore's last component emphasizing the social setting reinforces the importance of 

social contact for ESL students and especially the students in this sample who are 

struggling in this area. 

45.4 Students who do not have same language peers perceive stronger ties with 
Native English speaking peen. 

The two students (Yaka and Nikki) who did not have first language peers were 

more articulate about their experiences and reported taking more risks to speak with 

native speakers because they had to. Yaca expressed that she did not have full command 

of her first language because she had traveled a great deal before coming to Canada and 

never mastered a first language. While Nikki could speak her first language fluently. she 

did not have many opportunities to speak her first language with other students. These 

two students expressed that learning English was a distinct need for them. It was 

essential in their everyday lives. The primary nature of their need for English enabled 

them to take more risks in using the second language. 

Researcller: What are yoir enjoying abotrt high school 

Yucn: The jkiends. I like I clan 't knolcv. the frie~rds, f o i r  lrrcve communic~~tior~ with 

people. then yolr learn the ln~rgitnge and volt hare the ji-irndships. 

Researcher: CVortlii yoir tell me clbolit yoltr friends 

Ynca: hiosr of myjkiends nrr Cltinese and Canadian. I clorz 't hma any friends fkom my 

colmty. There is one person I know from my cortntc and that's ail I knon,. \Mze~z I 

came here. I didn't know rnlrch. I had to cornrnlmicclte with people trnd learn tlte 

Icinglrage. I lrad to coommimicate nnd that's how I learned English. In one year I [earned 

too rnirch and i fmy friend's weren't there I dorl't think I'd have rnlrch Englislr. 



455 Students resent the concept of time 

In the data. the students also conveyed resentment towards the concept of time. 

Most students reported resentment about the discrete aspects of time: i.e. that more time 

was needed to complete assipnments. courses and exams because of their level of English 

language proficiency but that the time was not always given to them. Most students 

turned to their first language peers or ESL teacher to accelerate the speed with which they 

could complete schoolwork on time. Many students felt they needed more time on 

standardized exams such as end of unit exams or provincial diploma exams. 

Yaca discussed needing more time to tinish written rxams in her Enelish class. 

Researcher: What is ir like to be cr srlcclrnt irl yorir English c-/trss:' 

Ylrccr: It is hard. The one rlliizg I tlon'r like abolrr Emglislr is rllnt \t*hcze\*er we hmve rr tesr 

n-e itmr tofirzish rrrrl~. Itr nll hoiocurtl I dot1 't rlritrk I ccur flu it in [in llrotrrtitlcl I crl~c*crys 

need time. 

Researcher: Why do yolr jkel o l r  wed more rime on e-ram:' 

Yaca: The grammar. The dnpeloping of English. When I sir and \critefirsr I think wlzar I 

urn going to wire and then I mark rlze grammar cind the grammar rakes rime and 

imagination. 1Mosrly developing. 

Researcher: Developing yolir thotights P 

Yaccr: Yes 

Resentment towards the age cap of nineteen to complete high school was echoed 

by Ray who is most aware of the terminal aspect of educational time because he is 

repeating courses and will need to take continuing education courses once he reaches the 

age cap. His feelings of frustration are illustrated in his comments. 



Researcher: How do you feel about the age cap in high school? 

Ray: I feel bad. Want to finish high school her but can't. I'm too old. Have to finish 

high school at Viscount. Not fair. English is my problem. English has kept me back. 

4.6 Effective Instructional Support is needed to develop ELP and provide quality 
education for ESL students. 

The second category that emerged from the data was instructional support and its 

importance in developing English language proficiency and providing quality education. 

Instructional support was defined by the students as support received from mainstream 

teachers. ESL teachers, other students and the school overall. 

4.6.1 blainstream teachers have not made a paradigm shift towards a multilingual- 
multicultural audience 

The findings brought to the forefront the importance of mainstream instruction to 

students. This instruction is not only imponant to their success in  mainstream classes but 

also to the continued development of their English language proficiency. The students 

overwhelmingly expressed the need to be treated the same as other students while tal;ine 

into consideration the language that ESL students are bridging. This was important for 

ESL students. as they did not want to be marked on their perceived effon in the course 

but on their quality of work just as other students. They did however realize that in some 

cases they might need time to complete certain assignments or finish writing exams due 

to their English lm_pua_pe proficiency. 

The students expressed that many mainstream teachers were trying to change 

some of their instrucrional practices to cater to ESL students. These included having 

notes on the overhead for ESL students to copy. poup  work. and in some instances 

providing students with more time to complete assignments or projects. While students 



alluded to the efforts mainstream teachers are making. upon more discussion of these 

instructional practices. students also indicated that there have been many times they have 

sat in class with little understanding of what was happenins in class or of the teachers' 

expectations. regarding their work and their participation. 

Jacki discussed her science class and the instructional practices she has observed 

from her teacher. 

Jocki: I Izavr anotiler sc ie~~cr  clcrss. r ird  tlre ieodzer gives irs o~trrhearl, and she's 

esplaining while \toe're cwpving and it's retilly Izord well I kmle to cop! cmd rrry speed 

comprlred ro others copvirzg is slort-er nrzcl it's like when 1'171 c*op!*i~lg I c m  ' r  lisre~z to her. 

It's a problenl. Sor~retirnes we hrnvr lab srrrff: and I \t*otrlri prefir bec-~zlirs ! I I ~ I S ~  c h e m i s e  

nrld physics. And cl~emistn tenclrrr nl,t*ays denronsrrc2trs befbrc we do a l lb  tald it's 

/ar?orire, becczitse it izelps me ~mdersrcirzd it*lmt we arc going to do cir~d \t#lrat we itre going 

to find orit. Tlze resirlts and stir$ Anrl so11re reachers dort 't do drt~lonstratioris c~head and 

\r*ebre so cortjirsed nbotrt ~ t ~ l z ~ r  \t9e s/lorrld do. 

Researclzer: So w/mt do they do instead of denzor~srmtions:' 

Jncki: They jirst take the testbook and we are going to do the lab on \t-hafe\or page and 

OK and yotr have to go ahead nnd do it aper yorr finish the lab. cio the qtresrio~ts ard 

analyze and it's jtrst like yoir don't X-llo~t* what to do for the lab and the11 yorr /lave to 

anstt*er tlre qtrestiorzs. Ir ' s  scan;. 

Sean who commented on the use of the overhead also echoed this point 

Sean: A lor of teachers will ptrr on rhe overlzeacl and I need to copy and the~r \till speak on 

and on. This is aln~ays and yocr con *r  copy when yoir 're lisrening or yozr call listen birr not 



copy. Things are getting better now blrt tltefirsr year becairse of rllr lnngrluge it was 

hard. 

Students expressed that while most of their classes consisted of more lecture 

type classes. they had several opportunities to participate in-group work. The participants 

expressed most of the time they were the ones that sat and listened while their native 

speaking peers did most of the talking. The participants expressed that the main reasons 

in their minimal participation during group work was their lack of confidence in their 

English and their fear of being embarrassed. 

Resen~rhet-: bVo~rld yoir like ro do more group work ill clnsses :' 

hum: I don ' I  like grolrp work 

Rr~enrcher: Cat? you reli me why? 

Lnlrm: Cause group work is diflicirlt becclirse o r (  hme  ro work \rirll English sprrrkers 

and sometimes voir jkel so bncl becriirse you can'r c/o itnytltir~g ar crll. l i en  sad. yolr can'r 

help then1 to wire or read 

Michael also shed some light on the difficulty of group work for ESL students 

Reseorcller: Do yoir ger n chnrzce in your classes to do grorrp ~iork:' 

Miellael: We do but ~aunlly they do most of the \cork and I jrtst sit beside them a d  give 

them some advice. 

Researcher: Why do voic ilzink that happens? 

Michael: Not really sirre what rhe teacher is asking at times. 

Upon asking for more help after class. many teachers were eager to help. but the 

help consisted of repeating the instructions over again in hope of understanding. Most of 

the beginners in the sample discussed most of their experiences in mainstream classes 



with little or no participation as they sat and listened but did not understand. Help came 

from the ESL teachers as they went to them for explanations and clarification. 

Yaca. a grade 10 beginner explains how she feels in mainstream classes. 

Resenrclrcr: How do r~minstreont rencllers help yolr it1 class:' 

Ynca: My SS snrdies teacher lnsr year, she kept on saying stcrff but not things tlznt I can I 

lrnderstand She rt*ocrMz't say it easily. so Mrs. .Y (rile ESL reacher) \c*o~rlrl keep OH 

explaining it to me aizd that's how I ktte\t?. For begi!zr~er.s it is the best to e-rplain nrttl 

repeat. 

The students were quick to come to the teachers' defense in terms of instructional 

practices. While they agreed it was imponant for teachers to be responsible tor students. 

they believed that it was hard tor teachers to make any modifications for ESL students 

when there may only be two or three ESL students compared to native speakers of 

English. 

Researcher: Hurt. do yoir feel in plrr ciosses:' 

Sean: Sonretimes yo11 feel bad becoitse of the in~rg~rage. 1My E~~glirll is rtot good enocrgll 

and sometimes I can 't rtnderstcind some problems and diflccrlr to ask rlle teacher. 

Resenrcher: is it diflccrlt to ask the teacher? 

Seon: If yolr have (1 problem and yolr know rc*/rnr the problem is but you can't explain it 

irz English. 

Researcher: What does the reocher do to t p  and help !oil? 

Sean: I don't ask the teacher. 

Researcher Cuelid yo11 tell me more abolrt tltar :' 



Senrr: Sometimes Ifeel I can solve the problerns by mvself becalrse it is easier than 

asking the teacher. 

Researcher Is it hard to imdersrand ~phat the teacher is sayirzg 1' 

Sean: Not really but sometimes the teacher hus some new r*ocabulap or pronolr,lces 

sonre words rhnt yorl can't lrnderstnnd and dtril yoir can't imclerstnrrd rlze \t*lloie 

sen fences. 

Researcher: When yolr don't lolderstrrnd \tlhot rlre recrclzo is snyi~lg. \cltat do yolr (10:' 

Senn: I r. to listen. It's hard to clsk rlre tencfzer to e.rplnirl it to volr crgoi~z brco~ise rlrere 

oren ' r  rlre ~?rcrny people \iollo tiorz't lorderstizrzcl. Jlrst one or ntlo ESL strrclmts. Last yccrr I 

gor a sociczl I0 class n~zd l ' m  dre o111y ESL sntcienr it1 rlze clnsr. it is too irarrijur jne. 

Resenrcfrer: How does rhnt nzcike yrr feel being the orrly ESL stirdent? 

Sean: I feel really bad 

Researctrec So \\-hat \i*ortld yozr like yolrr ieuclrers to (lo nlore of to help 0 1 ,  wlrcn tllere 

are only nfew snldents in the class:' 

Senn: I don't e-rpcct rllem to help too miich. ~tlnybe when teaclzrrs are asking qitestions. 

dort ' I  ask me. 

The literature review pointed out the importance of integrating language teaching 

with the teaching of academic content as ESL students may require five years or more to 

catch up to their native English speaking peers. Cumrnins discusses the importance for 

all content teachers to reco~nize themselves also as teachers of language and provide 

modifications to instructional programs that integrate language and content appropriate 

for ESL students (Cumrnins, 1994). 



The patterns in the students' comments indicated a perceived notion that 

mainstream teachers were willing and wanted to help ESL students but their capacity to 

provide for ESL students was limited. While they were trying to implement some 

instructional strategies. these strategies were not fully monitored or carried through or 

were not modified to help students develop their English lanzuage proticiency. While 

educators are guided by inclusive education. the participants did not feel fully included in 

their educational surroundings. The tindinss suggest that mainstream teachers have not 

made a paradigm shift to a multilingual- or multicultural audience. While teachers may 

want to effectively provide for the students in the classroom. the students did not perceive 

that their needs were bring met in a multicultural timework. The problem of isolation is 

made worse by the communicative strategy of avoidance (Tarone. Cohen & Dumas. 

1983) used by students in this situation. 

While the teachers were not interviewed in  this particular study and the research 

is uniquely from the student perspective. the literature in the field of mainstream teacher 

perceptions also identifies barriers to participation. In Hmklau's study contrasting ESL 

and mainstream classes. she found that the mainstream offered many social opportunities 

for language use and interaction with native speaking peers on the face of it. but a closer 

examination revealed that US newcomers were seldom able to take advantage of such 

opportunities and perceived a barrier between themselves and U.S. born peers (Harklau. 

1994). 

From my personal experiences as a teacher and from the literature. it  is worth 

noting that many teachers feel stretched and overwhelmed by the challenge of meeting 

the diverse needs of learners in the inclusive classroom. These diverse needs embrace 



ESL as well as an m a y  of special needs and learning disabilities. The needs of diverse 

learners and the capacity to provide for these students must be differentiated. 

4.6.2 ESL instruction is perceived as essential to students' overall success 

A11 the participants in the study expressed the need and appreciation for ESL 

instruction. The ESL classroom was perceived as a safe and comfortable environment 

where students could so  to receive help. interact with ESL friends and take a mental 

break from their unsupported learning effons. 

Students felt that they could go to their ESL teacher at any time of the day and 

receive help. They spoke of the importance of the place not only for help but also for 

time to work on their mainstream courses in a comfortable and safe environment. These 

opportunities were given to them through tutorial drop- in blocks that were offered to 

ESL students to attend and receive extra support. 

The concept of time appeared again in this category. ESL instruction provided 

students with more time to work on content courses through language suppon. This extra 

time allowed them to fully understand what was expected of them and help them explore 

more abstract concepts such as the ones found in the English and Social Studies cunicula. 

The students spoke of the assistance adjunct classes provided to them as they tried to 

compete the requirements of English 10. English would be considered a quadrant four 

type course according to Cummins model (Cummins. 1989). This type of course is 

context reduced and content demanding. Students were provided with the opportunity to 

take English 10 through a sheltered adjunct course. The sheltered aspect consisted of 

English 10 taught by an English teacher only to ESL students catering to ESL needs 



through more awareness to ESL needs. The adjunct portion of the course was raught by 

the ESL teacher who was responsible for making some of the more abstract concepts of 

English 10 more accessible to ESL students through language scaffolds and various ESL 

techniques. Adjunct and sheltered courses are a recent innovation in Alberta. and have 

yet to become the status quo. The student's comments illustrate their views on this 

initiative. 

Resenrcker: Tell me nborrt yorct. English class3 

Yncn: Well I thitzk it is imrd. B~it  the wn! \tee get Itelp f , o j ~ z  ESL und English is cr lot 

better clnd I hope I can hnw ir thm~igholtt rlle ~tlhole rime. Sltr lrelps its do it. Like \toe do 

it in Etzglish rrccl l~j~sr brtt then in ESL she giws its tirtte to work on it. She helps 11s to 

cle ~ e l o p  it. 

Resecirc-her.: How do yolr feel ctborit only hmting other ESL srrrdents in yoclr English 

c*lass :' 

Yacn: It's good ca lm ~ o l i  k~ron  ~1zat  yorr 're doing. Yorr hme friends to help yori artd lte 

explains it sometimes more when he knows rhar tlobody rmdersrands. Irz other classes the 

teachers \r*ill just go by. They think yori're rtnderstandirzg English. And here yorl're all in 

one and yorr rlzink tlznr ~lolr cart e-~perience more. Whatever yorr krron. tlte otlter ESL 

strldents knon: Yorr 're going in the same level. 

Researcher: So how is the ESL part of English 10 helpfill? 

Yma: That helps n lot. In English we don't irpatch movies. IVe jrist rend tlzroiigh the 

play. We jrist read things rhrorigh. We never described it. And \r*lzen I go  into ESL, Mrs. 

X, \t+orild drab\. webs, and describe, \tee watch movies and 1t.e \t*atcit movies that are 

similar to it. And then she cccn explain it more. She \t*orild stop half of the movie or 



rchenever she thinks shc needs to and rrortld explain it. In the movie we dolt 't all 

rinderstand what they meall so she \ttoiild stop and e-rplain it irz her own ~ipords. cthut's 

going on and what they ,rere saying. Irz ESL if we dot1 't knobt*. we can ask clnd rlle is 

always willing to help iis. 

The other students share similar sentiments about the sheltered adjunct English course. 

There were suggestions or more consistent marking expectations between the teachers 

and more communication about student expectations as ways of improving the course. 

The ESL classroom also provided students a comfortable setting to interact with 

other ESL students. As a participant observer. I observed students helping each other 

with assignments and discussion topics both in English and in their first languages. It 

was very common to see most of the ESL students in their ESL classrooms during lunch 

rather than in the cafeteria. outside or in the hallways. The student's comments reiterated 

the ESL classroom as a comfortable. helpful and safe environment. It was the place tor 

help. 

The following participants expressed their viewpoints regarding their ESL classes and 

teachers. 

Resectrcller: Can you describe your ESL teachers to me :' 

Nikki: Tlley get with the students. Like they are like the stitdents. The! ln~rgh and things. 

They m u b  ics tp  to ttnderstand by talking to rrs the way we like. For example my last 

ESL teacher it*us sure oid bitt she was really good and tnade me feel good. I really liked 

her and I do11 't mind if she teaches me ESL anytime she wants. 

Researcher: How do yoli get along \r*ith the other snidents in yoiir ESL classes? 



Laurn: In ESL class. I think ill ESL classes it's pretty easy caiise people they talk to yoir 

in there. It's different than the other classes. The people behind me are asking q~restiorls 

sojnetirtles so rrte can talk to each orher. 

Reseordier: Are yoir satisfietl wirlt yorir high school leanzirzg experiences so fizr? 

Yacn: Yenlr I like it. 1 rhink ESL has helped me the ntost. I think Mrs. .Y is ohrays 

willing ro ltelp. Errrr Izr-rt srnlester she told me she \roilid help nle whenever I \tgntzt. 

Thrsc findings are supported by Masahiko's study (Masahiko. 1995) examining 

newly- arriving Asian high school students' experiences in ESL classrooms. ESL classes 

offered a haven to relax and relieve some of the tensions students Feel in other classes. 

ESL classes also provide students with more opportunities for active participation 

( Masahiko. 1995 1. 

4.63 ESL is seen as temporary and remedial 

While the students acknowledged the importance of ESL instruction to their 

overall success in high school. there was also a perceived sentiment of ESL support as 

temporary and remedial. The students expressed that ESL's goal was to help them 

transition into mainstream classes and get help for their mainstream classes. There was 

an appreciation for doing well in mainstream classes and graduating from high school. 

Researchec How long do yorr think an ESL program sllortld be? 

Michael: It depends. Everyone is different. I hope I can qzrit or leave ESL in nro years. 

I have been throrigh one e a r  aizd next year I hope I can leave it. 

Resenrclzer: CVhy do yoii hope yorc can leave ESL ." 

Michael: It can make me more time to have more space to br~ork on iiniversi~y sti@ 



Resenrclter: Do you think yoir still ueed ESL next venr? 

Michael: Aboirr half a corrrse. 

Researcher: What kind of ESL colrrse n*oirld volr want? 

Miclzael: Grade 13 is qlrire dificirlt. And working really hard. Maybe ESL can be a 

little more relay time so I cnrl ger help. 

Laura's comments also highlight wanting ESL as more of o drop- in or tutorial class. 

Researclrec How long do vorr rlzirlk n stzrdertt shoirld be irl ESL:' 

Luirra: T\i1o to tllree years. 

Researcl~er: Can o i l  explain that:' 

Lnirm: If you are in Canodl~ jor nteo years. yoir slrould ioldrrsto~zd Erlgiislr pretty \t*eil 

and maybe yoir shorrld try otlzer clrsses. 

Resenrciler: Do you still wanr ESL it1 grade Z Z md 12:' 

Lulrm: I [ion ' r  btnnt to lla\*e this class cnlletl ESL brfr I \t.oltlrl like ro get lrelp from 

Teacher X i f 1  hm~e n spare. If1 have time to ask her brrr I don ' r  \tVc7)tr to izm~e n course 

that is in nty sclledirle and \r~otcltl toke n\t*ay si-Y periods (I  week. 

This perception of ESL as temporary and remedial has also been acknowledged in 

the ESL literature as a mainstream perception (Harklau. 1994. Kanno and Applebaum. 

1995). While learning second languages such as French or Spanish are regarded as 

prestigious endeavors. the learning of English has not been seen as the same educational 

accomplishment. The intellectual activity of learning English has been perceived in 

hegemonic terms as something that you need to do in order to progress to the important 

classes that are valued and recosnized. The question as to why the importance of 



leaning the second language is relegated to a peripheral status will be further taken up 

more thoroughly in Chapter 5 .  

4.7 Socio- cultural factors impact relationships with peers and teachers 

4.7.1 ESL students, who have first language peen, depend on these peen for 
comfort and security. 

Students in the sample who had the opportunity to speak their first language to 

other first language peers expressed the comfort they felt speaking in their first language. 

This comfort zone allowed students to interact and converse on a broader range of social 

language that they could speak fluently and with easc. The students expressed that they 

sought opportunities to use their first language in and out of the classroom and ihry chose 

to communicate in their first language over practicing their second language. Many 

students expressed that their choice was largely due to the fatisue of listening to and 

using the second language. 

The following conversation with Sean illustrated the fatigue associated with learning a 

second language and the relationship he perceives with his native speaking English peers. 

Sean: School is hard and wlzen yocr are listerring to Englislr all day yorr get tired LVe 

listen ro the recicirer mzd we translate inside olir brairz from first to second langlrage. 

Researcher: Call yolr tell nle Inure nbolrr how yorr feel tired? 

Sean: I'nl so tired rize last period and I don't wanr to work alpmore. Jlist the langlinge 

problem becalrse I have to pay more anerltion that anyone else. 

Researcher: How do yoir get along with the otiter mrdenrs in yolrr classes? 



Sean: I f  rcre speak the same langlmge. we rts~mlly get along but if other sntdents. I seldom 

talk to other stitdents. 

Researcher: CVhy is that Y 

Sean: Maybe I do~t ' t  ,~~nnr  to speak Grglisil. I thirzk I nm not r.enl1~ good in Enplislr and I 

don't wont red* want ro comm~cnicarr irt the langlmge. 

The question of the impact of the use of the first language on the students' 

English language proficiency is recognized again at this point. While recognizing the 

importance of maintaining the first language when leming a second language. the 

question of what influence the consistent use of first language has in the school setting 

also needs to be asked. What influencr does this have on the students' development of 

their Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills'? When students do not take the 

opportunities to use the second language on il consistent basis. students also rake the risk 

of not advancing their ELP in terms of BICS. To associate the responsibility for the 

choice uniquely on the ESL student and not on the educational institution as well. 

misrepresents the complexity of acculturation. 

4.7.2 Students who do not have first language peers express taking more risks 

The two students who did not have first language peers to converse with 

expressed that they took more risks on a daily basis to communicate in  English and thus 

had opportunities to meet more students and integrate into a broader social network. 

where English was the lingua frmca. They recognized that their need to communicate 

and to establish social relations motivated them to take more risks at early stages with 

other students and teachers. 



Stisan: 1 hang o~ i t  mostly rvith other crllt~tres. I speak English all rhe rime. Only a few 

men spenk my first lang~rage. Friends can help vori spenk the English langitnge. 

Yaca talks about the importance of talking English with friends and trying not to speak in 

the first imguage. 

Yaca: It can be a bad rhing to spenk yolirfirsr langlmge. The\' speak rheiv o,rlrz lnrtgtroge 

arld they don 'r lean1 Erzg lish. I f '  I had somrbody ji-om nzy owr1 inrz y liage, yc.s I wolrld 

spenk rtzy olrvll lortg~mge. bllr I \volrldn"r ger enorcgh. I.Ve lzm*e X this Jeczr. Her motlrer 

iioesn '1 let her yo olrt witll Chinese people. Slre's here rvith Cl~irtese. Slze unly has orle 

prrsou rllnt she trrlks Chirzessr fo. The orlzers she tries to speak English. She rrrosrly sirs 

wirlr me so tltnt slre cruz ralk to me. Then slre crsks trre to g o  cfo~*~tto\tvt ~I~opping or go for 

c-offee. Anci her English czl\~*c~ys improved. Eveqone 's Erl ylish will irnproi fe i/ they 

commiinicare with English. 

4.7.3 Feelings of isolation, frustration, minimal interaction is a common perception 

The participants' relationship with native speaking peers was clearly a 

disilppointing factor for most of the ten participants. While some of the students 

acknowledged that no type of a relationship existed with native speakers of English. 

others referred to their native peers as neighbors. This symbolism was explained. as they 

have never felt close to them as friends but as neighbors that they may say hello or 

acknowledge their presence neutral1 y. 

Researcher How do yolr get along with the other stridents in yori classes? 

Michael: Talk to rllerri only neighbors but notfiirther rlziin thar. 

Researcher: Could yoli e-qlnin rhar? 



Micl~aei: Talk to tltern only as classmates not friends. Talk to rhem only tlzrorigil yorrr 

work, snrnll talk. nothing deeper than that. Yeoh it P sad! 

Jack retlected on her relationships with other students in her class 

Researcher: How do yo11 get crlong with other snrlierlts in your clrrss 

Jacki: Ir's like we knorr each other brtt rtfe cior1't talk like close, and rt*tlen rrwe nzeer on rhe 

Aall,ruys, rtle don ' r  really say hi. It's nor like fiierzds btrr more like clnssnrates. Oh I'll 

rell them whcct rl~r reacher said in clrrss bit! rlzar's all. We help euch otirer like dror. 

Reseorcller: How do volr feel crborit tlzat 1' 

Jncki: ! ~t*olild like to hmfe more fi-iends in clrrss. brrt ir seems like evecone is \\*orking in 

cltrss cznd if they I~cn?e cc problenr they itslmlly ask their fi-ie~rds first. 

Minimal interaction with native speaking peers was common anlong 1111 the 

students' comments. With little interaction in the mainstream classroom and with no 

participation in extracurricular activities or clubs. the opportunities to interact with native 

speakers of English was minimal. Most students again turned to their level of English 

language proficiency as the determining factor for their limited interaction. Students 

viewed their ability to communicate effectively with other students in English as 

insufficient. Many students believed that as their English got better: their chances to 

make more friends would also improve. There was also the sentiment that many students 

were not capable of following and adding to conversations on the themes that young 

people their age are interested in discussing. They commented about not having the 

background knowledge to contribute to the social discussions. Most ESL students have 



limited prior knowledge of pop culture themes and felt uncomfortable contributing to 

conversations with native speaking peers. 

In this vignette. Michael explains that ESL instruction con cater more to teaching topics 

that younger students are interested in order to help them communicate with others. 

Reseorcller: lVlrat can teachers do ro lzelp yoir ? 

kliclzacl: Talk ro me atld keep talking to me and mczybe I cnu learn the uvords and bt1n! of 

the Eilglisir ctnd talk to others. 

Resrarclzer: Wlznr do yoii mean b! raking P 

klichael: Maybe free speaking or mlkij~g abolrr sorrle topics like nror*ie, basketball 

Reseci~rlzer: So yo11 \c1arzt to be able to speak more English so yo11 can be pan of o 

gro1ip :' 

i\Zi~hdel: Yeah I like r?zrrsic cznd I do11 't kizoir. Iroit. to ralk to rirenz ciboiit t ~ ~ ~ t s i c -  or. t~lovirs 

or so~~~erlling cu~d I don't bzo\r* whnr they really like. It's qriire different from so ma! of 

my Ch inesr jiiends. Englisir speakiirg jiiends are different. 

Reseorcller: How are rhey differenr :' 

Michael: Sometimes tiley just don'r like s p h t  yoir like. Ir's actitally the popiilor miff: 

It's cpiite dificiilt talking to them clboirr rhat. 

Beyond Michael's recognition of the opportunity to discuss pop culture in class 

lies the notion that pop culture is a viable educational content for those who have not 

been raised in the Canadian culture. Education systems tend to view such content as 

outside their academic mandare. but for the students in this study. i t  was perceived as a 

highly important addition to their educational experience. 



Curnmins summarize this student perception by stating " access to interaction 

with English speakers is a major causal variable underlying both the acquisition of 

English and ESL students' sense of belonging to the English speaking society. The entire 

school is therefore responsible for supportin_g the learning and need for interaction of 

ESL students. and ESL provision should integrate students into the social and academic 

mainstream to whatever extent possible" ( 1994. p. 54). 

4.7.4 Parental Support and Pressure 

Students were quick to acknowledge parental support and their own high 

expectations when i t  came to school. The students did not resent this pressure but viewed 

it as s supporting factor to their own motivation to do well in school. There was the 

expectation that their children would complete high school as quickly as possible and 

attain post-secondary education. While most of the students believed their parents were 

supportive of their children's efforts. they also acknowledged that their parents had little 

communication with the school and teachers, other than what the students told them at 

home. 

Ashworth. Cummins and Handscornbe ( 1989) talk about the importance of 

establishing collaborative relationships with ESL students that encourages them in 

participating in furthering their children's academic progress. When parents see 

themselves and are seen by school staff as coeducators of their children. the academic 

and linguistic gowth of ESL students is significantly increased. 

Yaca discusses the expectations of her parents regarding school 

Researcher: Tell me aboltr your family. 



LOO 

Ynca: Family is the nzost important to me. There is pressrire to do well in school. I f  

marks iutder seventy I can 'f go orrt. I had to qliit rrtork becnlrse they were not satisfied 

with 70% average. 

Resenrcher: Do voltj2'eel yolir parents itnderstond t/ze school svstenr :' 

Yncn: No the?? do11 't ~ozderstand, but they slipport me. 

Jesse taks about his parents and the expectations they have of him. 

Rrsearclrer: Tell nzr crboirr yoirr pcrrents. How ciu theyjtel abolit school? 

Jesse: They support ,?re but tr lot presswe. Presslrrefronr parents. Tlzej- \t*ont nzczrks. 

They ask how mnuy marks yoti imve. It's nlostly aboltt marks. 

The status awarded to educational success as a predictor of a future quality of life 

differs by culture and socio- economic status. But for the students in this study. families 

placed on a high priority on educational attainment. Enslish language learning carries a 

very limited number of educational credits and subsequently it is not thought of in the 

same light as orher areas of study. 

4.75 ESL students want to be understood by peers and teachers 

The students wanted their teachers and peers to know more about them and 

understand their personal and cultural differences. By knowing more about their 

backgrounds and personal and cultural attributes. they believed that others would betrer 

understand them. 

Students discussed the differences between the education systems in Canada and 

their home countries. One of these major differences was the common educational 

practice in Canada of asking teachers questions and participating i n - ~ o u p  work. It took 

time for students to make these educational adjustments and they perceived the need to 



become more aggessive in the classroom in terms of asking more questions of teachers 

and peers and taking the risk to participate in more group work situations. Again the 

students perceived that their English language proficiency along with the cultural 

influences of their home countries influenced their daily interactions in the classroom. 

John talks with the researcher about participating in goup work. 

Resmrcller: When yorr are working in n yroirp. ilo\to do yoti contribrtte? 

John: I rhi)~k there is an eq~rczl chmzcr to conrribirre. It depends on ~r*iterhrr yorr \t*rnzr to 

contribirre or nor. Sotneri~~zes you always izcnre o cltar~ce ro say sornerizi)lg bur yoli don't 

\rlnnt to. Nor being nggressive. It is n ciiltrtrol thing. Maybe I feel like I'm !lor like tile 

others irz the class. I thirzk teachers s11011ld c*otnnl~~)zicnte nlore wiriz rile stlrdenrs 

i i i i i a l .  They need ro learn aboirr each srridenr i~~dividiiolly. This will help in class. 

Researcher: IVIlnt c/o r i l q  )leer/ to k~tow :' 

John: Know more aboiir srirrfents' persounliries. Sornerinles ESL st~icie~etlrs do~l ' t  ralk to 

tlte reachers or orher snidenrs. Sonrerirnes r l q  don ' r  rnlk on prrrpose. I f t / l c ~  reacher 

doesn't mlk ro rhem. they \rill never talk ro rile reacher. 

Researcher: Why is that:' 

John: Because rizey prrt themselves down o little bit. They feel like they're nor cis good as 

otllers. Nor as o,qgressive. I rltir~k there slroirld be rllings to help yorr be more 

aggressive P 

Researcher What do yoir Ineon by aggressive? 

John: Help them be more participating in class. 

Researcher: When you want to participate in class, con yorr describe to me /row you feel 

in yoiir classroom ? 



John: Maybe I feel it doesn't make much di'erence rvhether I )cvas in tlzat class or not. 

Becmrse I don 't participate that mlrch irr class. 

The students did not perceive a school wide acknowledgement for cultural 

diversity. Not one student was able to express how they perceived the school recognized 

cultural diversity. There was certainly no sense of a value added by cultural and linguistic 

dive r s i ~ .  

Researcher: Tell me itoctl yo11 think the school lzelps yotr rneer rlnti1.e st~idenrs? 

John: There crre u lot of clltbs birr I cio~l't see arl? of [kern crrr bnsccl oil rlre infentior1 for 

cii'ereizt people frorrr di'ererlt nations to join rogerlzer. 

Laura e-\pressed she nvonted to spread this message to rhc school o\~emll 

Ln~rra: 1 nVctnt rlte srtrdents and traclzrrs to know drat tllere is ctn ESL progrctrn CI dzc 

sc*hool cmd rhcy shotrid luzrkrsmnd tlzar rttlren tltey are mlkinp ro an ESL snrdent tlley 

shoirirl rrse sinlple ~t-ords ~ ~ r t l  mlk s/o\t*rr and tlliizgs like [liar. Teclcller-s sl~ould 

lolderstand rizat we are ESL stzrdenn and we car1 't  do some of rlre things they oskfi-om us. 

Students' culrural identity and first- languase abilities need to be valued and 

embraced in our schools. They provide the personal and academic foundation for growth 

in English and integration into a new society (Cummins. L994). Research suggests that 

students who are valued by schools that reflect society. succeed to a greater extent than 

students whose backgrounds are devalued (Ogbu. 1978 ). Enright and McCloskey ( 1988) 

encourage educators to allow students to actively use language to express and share their 

identity in order to feel a sense of belonging or community within the school 

environment. This will allow students to feel empowered in learning situations and have 

confidence in their identity and ability to learn (Cumrnins. 1986b). 



1.8 Personal Motivation is a powerful force for students 

While the students acknowledged the importance of their parents support (and at 

times pressure) and instructional support by teachers and peers. there was also a strong 

and powerful connection to the student's own personal motivation as a crucial f~cctor 

influencing their ELP and quality of learning experiences. Finiocchiaro ( 1982) discusses 

the importance motivation has in language learning. She argues that motivation is not 

either extrinsic or intrinsic or in more technical terms instrumental or integrative. It does 

not solely depend on the learner's aptitude. personality or learning strategies. Motivation 

stems from positive learner and teacher attitudes. which should permeate every stage of 

the learning process of this process if it is to lead to pleasure and success in language 

acquisition t Finocchiaro. 1982 1. 

4.8.1 Hard work determines educational progress 

This category became apparent early in the study. From the first interview 

conducted. I couldn't deny the tone in the students' voices and their motivation to do well 

in school. All of the students viewed learning English as one of the most difficult tasks in 

high school and one that they constantly needed to work towards. This hard work was 

perceived as essential if they were to complete the necessary courses they needed to 

graduate from high school. 

Researcher: So Iroltw do yo~r feel abortr yorrr high school learning experiences so far? 

Sean: Well we have to work hard. Ifeel bad becnrrse my marks are11 'f good enoicgh. 

Researclrer: Wh! do yorr say that? 



Sean: I especr to get a higher mark and \then I don't. I feel slid. I abotct the 

fimrre. 

Researcher: \Vhy? 

Sean: Because it o lr  want to go to ir~liversi~, volt hove ro ger an averizgr o f 8 0 9  in 

grade 12 and 1 Iztn?erl'r got tllnt yet. 

Laura also discusses the hard work that she experiences in high school. 

Researcher: LVlrnt do you jir~d rile nrost frturrrrring about yollr cltrsses :' 

Ln~rra: We lru~~e lots ofl~ome\t~ork, rsttnls and lo~t. marks. So~rreritnes tlzey give rrs roo 

rnttclr hor~re\ctork. we cnn'r itnr2rlle ir. I ~ I F  n1arX.s ore Lye)? in~pormnt mzd sometimes I have 

fort- marks. 

4.8.1 All students perceived a personal responsibility to do well in school 

While the students acknowledged they were influenced by external factors such as 

their parents' expectations. they perceived a personal responsibility to do well in school. 

The participants perceived that ultimately it was their responsibility to work towards 

improving their English lansuage proficiency and completing their course requirements. 

Their success depended on their personal effort that they put into school. Although they 

recognized that teachers and the schools system could play n vital role in the quality of 

education that is provided to them. the ultimate responsibility for educational success in 

their eyes stemmed from them and their efforts. 

Jack summed up the sentiment in the following way: 

Jacki: Yotc know why yolr are at school. Yorr know yotrr parents have spenr time and 

money on ?or[ in school but it is yoltr responsibilig to si~cceeii in school. Teachers can 

ltelp you in the beginning but yotc need ro rely on yoltrself: Yotr shotrld be in charge. 



4.83 Sacrifices now will reap rewards in the future 

The hard work and effort the students perceive did not come without many 

sacrifices. A11 of the participants communicated many hours of homework per evening to 

complete assignments and to stay on top of their course load. None of the students spoke 

of extra- curricular activities or clubs that they were involved in. They acknowledged 

that these sacritices were made by personal choice and it was worth it as they hoped it 

would reap the reward of high school graduation and entrance into university. 

All of the students echoed similar remarks as those of Derrick's and David's. 

Researclter: Are o t i  in vohvd irr any clubs or estrir - crtrriclrlnr crcti\*ities trt school :' 

Derrick: There are lots of cittbs but l ' m  not invol\*rd No tinr~ 

Do  rid: No I do~l't  punicipote. Time is o fi-rctor. Too rnlicll lto~ne\t-ork. 

4.8.4 Hopes and beliefs about outcomes of actions keeps them going 

This last factor was the driving force for the participants. They all had high hopes 

and beliefs about their futures. This included post-secondary education for all of them. 

Their actions and sacrifices were all seen as worthwhile endeavors in hope of making 

their goals and hopes come uue. 

1Vikki: I want to be ci chemist just like nly mom. Need to get higli marks in sciences. 

John: I have high marks so I applied to better imiversig than Calgary to become an 

engineer. 

Jacki: I'll go to university and I'll get some \cork e-rperience. i w b e  then I'll go back to 

Tithvan and \r-ork catise it's easier to get a job. 

Undeniably. all the participants were motivated to do well in high school and 

pursue post- secondary education. This educational motivation was common to all the 



participants who spoke of the importance of school and the sacrifices that they were 

willing to make in hope of a brighter future. While they acknowledged they were 

influenced by external factors. such as parents and teachers. they believed they were 

personally responsible to learn English and complete their high school requirements. 

4.9 Summary: 

The findings in this chapter were presented in the form of a theory grounded in 

the data from the participants. The initial research question: How do ESL students 

perceive their high school learning experiences:' was the basis for the interviews for the 

participants. Upon analysis of the data. a core variable and four categories emerged 

indicating what ESL students perceived as influencing their high school learning 

experiences and their overall quality of education. 

The core variable that emerged was the importance of English language 

proficiency to the students. Many researchers have sighted the importance of English 

language proficiency as integral to students' academic success. What differentiated this 

study from other assessment-based studies was the imponance of ELP not only in terms 

of developin_g their Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency but developing their 

English for communicative purposes. The development of Basic Interpersonal Skills was 

a significant factor for this particular sample of students. This distinction between BICS 

and CALP added a new twist to what we have regarded as conventional wisdom when it 

comes to how long it takes to develop English language proficiency and the factors that 

influence the development of ELP. These ideas will be further explored in Chapter five. 



There were four categories that were presented in rhis chapter using the students' 

own words to support and clarify the factors they perceived as influencing ELP and the 

quality of their learning experiences. The categories included time. instructional support. 

socio- cultural influences and personal motivation. 

Students saw time as a limiting factor in the school setting. Time was referred to 

them as in the mount of time they had to complete course requirements and develop 

their English to communicate competently with native speaking peers. Students 

addressed the challenges they face as they try to develop their Basic Interpersonal 

Communication Skills in order to effectively communicate with native speaking peers 

and teachers. They are hopeful with more time: they will be able to develop 

communicative competence. Participants also expressed the need for more time to 

complete course requirements acknowledging the challenges they face as they continue to 

develop their English Language Proficiency while at the same time completing content 

classes successfully. 

Effective instructional support was seen as integral from both mainstream and 

ESL teachers. The participants expressed this support was imperative to their success in 

high school and to their continued development of their English language proficiency. 

Although students acknowledged the importance of ESL. the notion of ESL as temporary 

and remedial was evident in the data. This perception of ESL has become a mainstream 

perception. The implications of ESL as temporary and remedial and not as a route to 

achieving bilingualism are disturbing and will be further addressed in Chapter five. 

Feelings of isolation. frustration and minimal interaction were a commonly held 

perception in the socio- cultural factors that influence relationships with peers and 



teachers. The participants expressed the challenges they face establishing relationships 

with native speaking peers and the role of BICS in this endeavor. The variation between 

the students who have first language peers to speak to compared to students who do not 

offers insight into the importance of developing English for communicative purposes. 

Other socio- cultural factors such as the influence of parents and the needs for students to 

be understood were significant factors in understanding the complexity of ESL education. 

The final factor of personal motivation presents the driving force for these 

students. While acknowledging that they are intluenced by other external factors such as 

parents and teachers. the determining force for them is their personal motivation to do 

well in school and complete high school. They have made personal sacrifices in order to 

stay focused on their content classes and continue to develop their English lmgua$r 

proficiency. 

Chapter five will elaborate on the theory presented in Chapter four and the 

implications that these findings have on ESL education. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS- SUMMARY 

5.1 Introduction: 

In chapter one I discussed the importance of the topic in terms of gaining a deeper 

understanding of the perceptions of English as a Second Language students regarding 

their high school learning experiences so that educators could better meet the educational 

needs of these students. It ufas this practical hope that motivated me to connect the 

theory and research process to communicate the students' experience. I feel that the 

research was successful in providing valuable insights about the students' experience 

through a powerful medium: the students' own words. 

Whether i t  was the discussion abour the comfort and support of ESL classes. or 

about coming to the defense of mainstream teachers and their instructional practices. or 

the adoring manner in which they talk about the friends who have helped them in school. 

there is one thing that can't be denied. These students are grateful to be in Canada and to 

have the opportunity to attend high school to make their hopes and dreams a reality. 

These students are appreciative of their educational opportunities and only hope to be 

able to work hard enough to meet the educational expectations of their teachers. their 

parents and themselves. The study provided us with a deeper look into their lifeworlds ns 

they experience the phenomenon of schooling. Through interviewing and observing 

these students. I was able to formulate a theory us to what factors have influenced the 

students' high school learning experiences and thus their quality of education. The 

question now is how can we as educators use this insight to help us understand and plan 



in a more informed and grounded manner for ESL students'? Chapter five will provide a 

brief summary of the research. look at the implications of this study and discuss 

directions for further research. 

5.2 Summary: 

To summarize the findings, the researcher proposes ha t  the quality of ESL 

students' high school learning experiences is determined by their perceived level of 

English language proficiency. which is influenced by four factors. The factors of time. 

instructional support. socio- cultural influences and personal motivation interrelate and 

influence one another. While the importance of ELP to the lives of ESL students has been 

cited by many ESL researchers. I question whether ELP had been given the special 

instructional consideration that is necessary at the school level and whether the 

importance of BICS to the students' development of communicative competence has 

been acknowledged in the ESL literature. 

It is also important to explore the significance of the four factors of time. 

instructional support. socio- culturnl influences and personal motivation from a practical 

stance in order that we as educators have the opportunity to reflect on our practice and 

engage in conversations wirh our colleagues about how to better meet the educational 

needs of ESL students, 

As I discuss the implications of these findings. I will not only be addressing the 

reader from a researcher's point of view. but also from an educator's point of view as I 

reflect on my own practice and how to best meet the diverse needs of my students. 



The core variable: Engiish Language Proficiency 

The core variable in this study was the importance of English Language 

Proficiency to the students. The students perceived that their level of English language 

proficiency affects the quality of their high school learning experience everyday. 

The integral role of English language proficiency can't be denied. While the ESL 

tield has come to understand the importance of BICS and CALP and the number of years 

it takes to develop English language proficiency. what does ELP look like in our 

classrooms'? In our inclusive settings. how is that we are planning our lessons around the 

language that is needed for our students to continue to develop their English as they are 

also learning about their content classes'? What are we doing as educ~tors to make sure 

that all students' voices are given the opportunity to be heard? How have we planned for 

differentiated leaming to meet the diverse needs of the students in our classrooms? These 

are difficult questions but the reality is that we are responsible as educators ro address 

these questions. 

Alberta Learning points out that we are all responsible for the language needs of 

our students. 

" All teachers are ESL teachers. Research has demonstrated that interaction with 

teachers and students in all subject areas heips students acquire language skills. For that 

reason. all teachers. while they do not need to be trained in ESL insmction. are 

encouraged to be aware of which students are receiving special ESL instruction and of 

strategies to assist those students in acquiring language skills" 

(Alberta Learning. 1997.p. 3 ) 



Well I may question that all teachers are ESL teachers. i t  is without 

disagreement that we are all responsible to meet the needs of all our students in our 

classroom regardless of what their diverse need is. If we are teaching in an inclusive 

setting. then we have the responsibility to our students to provide a quality learning 

environment for all our learners. While most teachers would not question the latter point. 

it is through my teaching experiences and the literature. that I would argue that most 

teachers feel ill- prepared to meet the diverse needs of their students without support and 

the expertise to provide the instructional strategies needed for a quality learning 

environment. 

The students' comments contirmed that teachers do want to make ;I difference. 

They are trying to incorporate strategies to help ESL students in the classroom. but have 

we made a paradigm shift in the way that we view our classrooms'? it can't be denied 

that our classrooms have become multi-lingual and mu1 ti-cultural. Have we really looked 

st how we can help our students develop their English language proficiency in our 

mainsueam classrooms'? Do we know enough about ESL to do that successfully'? Is 

there a discrepancy between the desire to provide for these students and the capacity to be 

able to do so successfully'? Do educators have the opportunity for more meaningful 

professional development that can be practically implemented in their classrooms. 

monitored and celebrated'? These are real- Life issues that face us as educators. 

I am also hoping to appeal to Alberta Learning to re-examine the support that is 

being provided to educators across Alberta in meeting the needs of ESL students. The 

students' words reinforce the importance of the development of English language 

proficiency to their academic. social and personal Lives. Have we as educators made a 



conscious effort to aid these students in developing one of their biggest challenges that 

they will face in school'? 

Time affects the level of ELP and success in high school 

The students were united in discussing time as a crucial fact~t  ;elated to their 

success in their high school experiences. Students perceived time as essential to 

developing their English language proficiency. Time also affected them in the classroom 

daily in terms of needing more time to finish assignments and write exams but these 

students are determined to complete high school in three years. Studies like Watt and 

Rocssingh. 1994a. 1994b show that these students have a 509 chance of graduating from 

high school and the average number of years for ESL students to complete high school is 

4.5 years. How is it that these students have 3 fighting chance of completing high school 

in three years and doing so successfully'? The students were able to shed light on this 

question as well as the ESL teachers at the school. 

The importance of time tabling for these students can't be understated. The ESL 

teachers. students and suidance counselor's work together to plan a well- sequenced 

program that allows students to distribute their time towards completing their necessary 

course work. This means that the first year students enroll in ESL classes and non- 

academic classes as they adjust to school expectations and work on their Enslish 

language proficiency. The second and third years are organized to spread out their 

workload and acquire the necessary credits and courses they will need for their particular 

requirements for post- secondary education. After the first year they all attend summer 

school to make that three- year _goal towards graduation feasible. This has proved to be 

successful for many of the ESL students as the majority of ESL students in this program 



have the opportunity to finish high school in three years and attend post- secondary 

education. Perhaps the time- tabling process needs to be given a closer look in order to 

make valuable time- tabling decisions that will benefit the students. 

Students also indicated that course offerings such as the sheltered/ adjunct English 

10 class were successful in providing more time and instructional suppon that was 

needed to complete English 10. In the sheltered1 adjunct class. there is a mainstream 

English reacher who teaches the class only to ESL students. English 10 is still the focus 

of the course. but the teacher is more sensitive to the students' backgrounds and various 

ESL strategies to assist the students with the course. Students also receive English 

adjunct suppon in their ESL class. The goal of the adjunct course is to make the 

language and concepts more accessible to the ESL students. The overall focus of this 

sheltered/ adjunct course is to bridge the language gap as students pursue academic 

English. 

This type of course was identified by the students as helpful as they appreciated 

the extra time and the instructional strategies that were provided to understand the 

English 10 curriculum. While studrnts provided suggestions as to how to improve this 

course offering such as more consistency in marking between the teachers. the studrnts 

were in great favor of the course. Roessingh discusses ESL adjunct instruction that 

complements the demands of high school English literature courses resulting in the 

development of ELP and academic success for ESL learners (Roessingh. 1999). Perhaps 

a closer look at adjunct offerings at the high school level could become feasible as a way 

for mainstream content teachers and ESL teachers to work together to meet the 

educational needs of the students. 



Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills 

Time is crucial to the development of English Language Proficiency. Most ESL 

educators would agree that ELP is seen in terms of BICS (Basic Interpersonal 

Communication Skills) and CALP (Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency). In 

Chapter four I discussed BICS and the role it played for this sample of students. For these 

participants BICS is as big a challenge as C U P  is. Most of the participants were 

progressing successfully in most content classes but they spoke of the struggles they had 

when communicating with native speaking peers and the comfort they sought when 

communicating in their tirst language. These questions and retlections became important 

for me as I analyzed the data surrounding this factor. 

It is typical for BICS to be acquired in less than two years when the typical 

situation is present. For exampie most beginners begin right away with the BICS type of 

instruction with the primary focus of being able to communicate with other students and 

teachers. They are immersed in the social language and are quick to pick up the common 

phrases and gestures that they are constantly surrounded with. This is the case for most 

beginner elementary students who are placed in the mainstream classroom and are 

surrounded with the BICS type language on the playground. in the classroom and on the 

bus. The next logical step for these students is to start to work on CMP.  While I am not 

arguing that in typical situations this is the case. and most students can pick up BICS in 

less than two years. there may be cases such as with the students in this sample that BICS 

may not come that easily and may be a continuous struggle for ESL students. 

Most of these students come io Canada with some reading and writing skills. 

This places them in a more beginner /intermediate ESL class upon arrival. While there is 



some BICS type instruction in these classes. the focus begins to quickly capture a more 

CALP type instruction in order to prepare them for academic classes. This type of 

instruction is not objected to and is expected by most students: nevertheless. a red flag 

had been raised. If the focus for these students is on CALP in order to experience success 

in mainstream classes what sacrifices are made in terms of BICS? Perhaps most of the 

social language may be picked up in the mainstream classrooms and at lunch while 

talking to native speaking peers. however for this sample. social interaction is not easily 

done. These students seldom interact with native speaking peers in their other 

classrooms. While they may have the opportunity to hear the English language. they are 

not meaningfully using it to communicate with others. Many of the students commented 

about the minimal participation in mainstream classrooms and the want to be able to 

communicate with native speAing peers but feeling ill- prepared to do so. 

Students also discussed the comfort they felt in speaking in their first language 

and the way it allowed them to relate to their first lan~uage peers. Jackie also 

commented about how sometimes it is better to talk in your first language outside of the 

classroom rather than talking to other ESL students who may be pronouncing the words 

incorrectly and thus learning the improper forms of the language. While I don't question 

the importance of the tirst language in learning a second language. what impact will this 

have on the future of these students'? How will this affect their social relationships with 

others. and what future impact will this have for them in university and the work force 

where they may be expected to work in groups. have the confidence to give oral 

presentations. and be expected to communicate with others effectively? I question 

whether BICS can continue to develop or whether it fossilizes at some point'? 



While I acknowledge the importance of CALP to the academic lives of these 

students. I also hear the sorrow in the students' voices as they talk about the social 

isolation that is felt as they feel uncomfortable in discussing pop- culture themes. 

working as active and contributing members in group sit~~ations and having the 

coniidence to interact with native- speaking peers. Have we overlookd BICS and the 

importance it has to the lives of our students'? 

With the changing demographics. we will have more and more students who will 

be coming to Canada with some English. We may not consider them beginners and place 

them in more intermediate classes. Students with reading and writing skills may expect 

that their ESL instruction be geared more at CALP rather than BICS. Yet the students in 

this sample do perceive value in the social language that they are missing. .Again the 

question becomes. have we placed enough emphasis on the BICS type of instruction and 

the value it has on the lives of our ESL students in terms of their cultural adjustment. 

social relationships. and ovemll contidence'? Do we need to set up more opportunities for 

students to engage in the BICS type instruction in order to prepare them for everyday 

life'? Does instructional support need to emphasize more BICS? 

Socio- Cultural Factors Impact Relationships with Peers and Teachers 

This leads to the social isolation that was expressed by the participants in the 

sample. Almost all the participants alluded to the social isolation and the relationship to 

their English language proficiency. Most hoped as their English developed. so would 

their friendships with their native speaking peers. A11 of the students commented on the 

difficulty of joining social circles. interacting with native speaking peers and contributing 

in their mainstream classrooms. Most turn to their first language peers. and ESL teachers 



for support and comfort through these trying times. While it is common for students to 

experience feelings of frustration and isolation as they adjust to their new surroundings. is 

it  necessary for these students to feel like this throughout their educational experiences? 

Students from grades ten to grade twelve in  the sample expressed similar feelings. While 

all schools have various clubs and extra- curricular activities. do schools plan and provide 

mentorship program that encourage ESL students to become involved in social activities 

with the support of a mentor'! Are these mentorship programs meaningful and long-term 

rather than an initial week of orientation and then the students are left on their own? Do 

we as teachers consistently monitor to see how many of our ESL students contribute in 

our classroom on a consistent basis'? And if not. have we explored why through one on 

one conferencing? 

Do our schools authentically celebrate diversity? Are our celebrations one- day 

organized events exploring the foods and cultural costumes of our students or do we 

really make a valid effort to lram about our students' beliefs. values and perceptions'? Do 

we really try to understand our students in terms of their personal md cultural 

differences'! 

Effective Instructional Support is needed to develop student's English language 

proficiency and to provide quality education for ESL students. 

We are integral to the success of our students. The students' words are a powerful 

reminder of the importance that our instructional suppon plays in their lives. From 

mainstream teachers. to ESL teachers. the students were quick to offer examples of how 

their teachers provide instructional suppon to them in the classroom. The students were 

consistent in acknowledging the importance of their ESL teachers to their lives and their 



success in school. They were also quick to talk about how grateful they were for their 

ESL classes but they were temporary m d  needed to move into more academic classes. 

This perception seems to have become a mainstream perception. 

Most students view ESL as temporary and remedial. Its goal is perceived as an 

enablement vehicle for entering the more academic and valued classes. Learning English 

is not seen as havins the same academic prestige as learning French or Spanish. Why is it 

that ESL students view ESL classes as secondary to the more mainstream "academic 

classes"'? While all of the students appreciated and articulated the importance of ESL. 

they wanted ESL to take more drop- in or tutorial form after their first year. 

Perhaps one of the reasons for this view of ESL education is that ESL is treated as 

a temporary transitional vehicle by various educational stakeholders. Alberta Learning's 

mission statements describe the role of ESL classes as facilitatin~ the integration of the 

student into the regular classroom at the first possible opportunity. Until recently. there 

was a three year funding cap that would only allow students three years of funding to 

develop their Enslish language proficiency. while it is well accepted that i t  takes 5-7 

years to become cognitively academically proficient in English. Our ESL curriculum at 

the high school level also refers to five levels s.vith level five being transition into 

mainstream. 

The students' comments provided insight into the topic. These students vdue 

ESL and want it. but not at the expellse of academic classes. These academic classes will 

get them into university. While this reasoning is understandable from a student's point of 

view. have we as educators placed enough vdue on learning a second language'? Do we 

emphasize the importance of learning the English language not only as a means of 



attaining academic success. but also as a means of providing a quality of education for 

every day Life'? Have we as an educational system created the ESL students perceptions 

of the value of ESL. by under valuing it in the educational process'? 

Perhaps we need to use the knowledge that we have about ESL theory and the 

insights of our students to reinvest ESL with educational value. Decisions such as the 

ones around the number of years of funding for students. the number of credits that can 

he applied to a high school diploma. and the arbitrary age- cap of nineteen. XI1 students 

regardless of their language proficiency need to be reconsidered. in order to open the 

ground for educational reform. There must be a deeper awareness of the challenges of 

learning a second language and the intellectual and social value of achieving bilingualism 

for high school aged students. 

Personal Motivation is a powerful force for students 

While there are many challenges and uncertainties facing the ESL student in  our 

system. one great strength that was evident in the students in the study was their personal 

motivation to succeed in school. While they are influenced by parents. teachers. and peer 

expectations. a deeper inner motivation resides in these students to work hard in school. 

They perceive it as their personal responsibility to do well and this is clear in their 

comments. This motivation is admirable from a group of students that have and will face 

many challenges to their educational success in high school. The students acknowledged 

the differences between schooling in their home countries and Canada. Overall. they are 

gateful for the educational experiences hat  Cmada provides them. At present. most 
C 

students choose to sacrifice participation in extra-curricular activities. We must be 



careful as educators to make sure supplemental experiences can play a role in the bigger 

picture of high school education for ESL students. 

In this chapter I have raised several questions for which there may not be 

immediate answers. but these questions demand a deeper scrutiny of our educational 

responsibilities. The students' voice has been a wonderful learning resource for myself 

and hopefully for the reader. From the students' perceptions of their high school learning 

experiences. we were able to map a lifeworld triangulated by accomplishments. 

challenges and fnisuations. These insights about their learning experiences are not truths 

in themselves. but rather sharpen the image of ESL education. as we reflect on our 

practice as teachers. Student voice gives us another perspective to consider when 

tiguring out the ESL puzzle. 

I believe questions open up the world to reflection. conversation and action. As 

educators we do have the power to make significant changes in our classrooms. We can 

become advocates for our students by being more informed about their lives. their nerds 

and their aspirations. We need to make a paradigm shift in our thinking towards a multi- 

lingual and multi- cultural audience in our school. Our immigrant population continues 

to increase in Alberta and we see the impact in our classrooms. Our classrooms are 

becoming more culturally and Linguistically diverse and we need to understand what the 

role of education is in the new context. Any changes we make need to be long-term. The 

challenges to change need to be recognized and we need to ensure that all educators feel 

prepared to address diversity in the classroom. Whether it is looking at more specialized 

ESL teacher preparation programs at the university level or using our ESL experts in the 

field to provide support to mainstream teachers through team- teaching models. there 



needs to be a reaction to the changes that surround us. While all educators are responsible 

to meet the needs of ESL learners. we must give teachers the tools to do so successfully. 

5 3  Directions for Further Research 

This study has captured the students' voice regarding their educational 

experiences. It was the intention to solely focus on the students' perceptions for this 

particular study. Follow up studies to include the teacher's voice and other stake- 

holders' voices when considering ESL students and their experiences would supplement 

the students' voice and provide a broader look at the overall picture. It might be 

insightful to conduct a qualitative study around mainstream teachers' perceptions of how 

they meet the needs of their ESL learners and how prepared they feel to meet the 

changing demands of their classrooms. 

Further studies may delve deeper into the importance of BICS to the lives of ESL 

students. Many questions were brainstormed as to what impact BICS has on their 

academic. social and personal aspects of their lives. What do ESL students with similar 

experiences as the students in this study. experience once they are out of high school in 

post- secondary environments or in the work force'? It would have been interesting to 

track this particular sample of students or perhaps on of these students into university to 

capture their experiences around the development of their Basic Interpersonal 

Communication Skills and the impact it has on their lives as they move closer to their 

professional aspirations. 

As the immigrant demographics change. it may be of significance to conduct a 

quantitative study and track information such as the students home country. first 

language. age of arrival. level of English language proficiency upon arrival and the type 



of ESL class student is placed in with the type of service provided. This statistical 

information may provide a clearer picture of what our changing immigrant profile looks 

like and more background as to how to best meet their educational needs. 

5.4 Final Note 

The researcher was able to use the insights provided by the students to formulate a 

theory to answer the question: How do ESL students perceive their high school learning 

experiences? The theory that was elaborated on in Chapter four was articulated in the 

following manner. The quality of ESL students' high school learning experiences is 

determined by their level of English Ianguase proficiency. The factors of time. 

instructional support. socio- cultural influences and personal motivation directly 

influence their English language proticiency and thus the quality of their education. As I 

step buck from this research project. it is my hope that the study provides two 

opportunities. The first is the exploration of the individual issues that the theory brings 

forth as a means of contextualizing different ESL educational realities across the 

province. The second opportunity this research provides is the chance to see the power of 

human experience in understanding the educational realities we create for our students. 
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Appendix A 

Letter of Information to Participants 

Details regarding the research project titled: " ESL Students* Perceptions of their High School Learning 
Experiences" being conducted by Dora FOSCO~OS under the supemision of Dr. David Watt in the Graduate 
Division of Educational Research at the University of Ca1ga-y. 

Dear: t Student Name r, 

Thank you for thinking about participating in my research project. 

Your participation in this study will help us learn more about how you perceive your high school leaning 
experiences. This knowledge will help educators understand what your experiences are like and how they 
can best use this information to improve the quality of education for ESL students. 

You will be asked to participate in a sixty minute recorded conversation around the central question of How 
do ESL students perceive their high school learnins experiences'.' You will have the opponunity to talk 
about what you perceive is happening in and out of !our classrooms. It is chance for you to talk about the 
joys and frustrations that you experience as a high school student. Our sessions will be transcribed c typed 
up) and you will ha\.e an opportunity to change, comment. or elaborate on anything that you have said. 
One or two follow up intenriews may be required to help the researcher understand your ideas. 

Your participation in this project is strictly voluntq. Should you wish to withdraw from this study. for 
my reason. you may do so at any time. .Any tape recordings and urnscripts will be given back to you. 

Your participation is strictly contidential. .At no time will your name be used. You will choose a 
pseudonym (fake name) of your choice. which will be used in a11 discussions and written materials. .All 
project materials such as tapes. transcripts and notes  ill be kept in a locked cabinet at the university for 
one year after the study. at which time they \till be destroyed. 

The identit!: of all participants will remain contidttntial. The name of the school. community and any 
specific identifving information about the participants will not be used in any material related to the project. 
This means that your participation will no way affect your position within the school or community. It tvill 
not affect your learnins experiences at school. as the interview sessions will take place outside of your class 
time. 

Please talk to your parents about the research project and feel free to ask me any questions you Iike. Your 
parents have a sepmtr consent form to sign. Your participation in this research project would greatly be 
appreciated. 

Thad you 

Dora Foscolos 
Graduate Student 
Graduate Division of Educational Research 
The University of C d g q  
Calgary, Alberta 

Telephone: t -103 ) 220- 7564 



You my also contact my supervisor, Dr. David Watt 

Dr. David Watt 
Professor 
Faculty of Education 
The University of Calgary 
C a l g q .  .Alberta 
T2N 1NJ 

Telephone: (403 1 230- 7353 

If you have any questions about the research. you may also call the university. 

Chair of the Education Joint Research Ethics Committee 
Faculty of Education 
The University of Calgary 
Calgaq. .Afberta 
TZN 1N-I Telephone: ( 303 220- 5626 

You may also contact the Of?ice of the Vice President c Research ar the University of Calgary st (403 110- 
33s I 



Appendix B 

Student Consent Form 

By sibging this consent form. I am indicating chat I have understood the details of this research project and 
my involvrmcnt in it as a participant. 

Please complete both copies of the consent fornl and keep one copy for your records. 

The letter for  information is for you to keep 

1. have read and understood this letter and I agree to panicipatc in the 
research project described above. 

 nature Si, Date 

Consent fomr received by the researcher ( Date, 

By the researcher c Si, anature 



Appendix C 

Parent's Letter of Information 

Dear Pmnts. 

I would like your son or daughter to participate in a research project this year about how ESL students 
perceive their high school learning experiences. This research wilI be used to complete a University thesis. 

This research will present an opponunity for students to talk about their experiences in high school. The 
results will be helpful in understanding what students think is happenins in and out of their ctassroorns and 
how educators can use this information to improve the quality of education for your children and other ESL 
students. 

Each student who participated in the research will be involved in a sixty - minute intemiew with me and 
limited number ( 1-21 follow up interviews. The intewiews will be recorded and typed and shown to your 
child. Xt this time. your son or daughter will be able to make any changes to what was initially said. 

\'our child's name will never be recorded or used in any way. .Also. the research will not intluence your 
child's learning experience at school in any way. Intenieivs will not be held during school time. Again. 
principals. teachers and other school employees will never know what your child has said. This research 
has the suppon of the school. the Calgary Board of Education and the university. It is considered to be an 
important we3 that could lead to better sewice for ESL students. 

A11 the informtion I collect will be kept in sl safe place at the University of C a l g q .  .At the end of the 
research project. all the information collected will be destroyed. including the cassette tapes. 

If you decide at any time during the year that you do not want your child to participate in this research 
project. just call me at 120-7564 and I krill withdraw your sun or daughter from the study immediately. 1 
will also give your child back any cassette tapes or transcripts at that time. If you require. you can also call 
my supervisor, Dr. David Watt of the University of Calgary at 220-7353. or you can contact the oftice of 
the Vice President at the University 220-338 1. 

To approve of your son/ daushtet's participation in the research project, please sign below and return the 
consent form with your child. .An additional copy of this letter has been provided for you to keep. 

Thank you for your support. 

Sincerely. 

Dora Foscolos- Graduate Student at the University of Calgary 



Appendix D 

Parent Consent Form 

By signing this consent form. I am indicating that 1 have understood the details of the research project and 
my son or daughter's participation in it.' 

Please complete both copies of the consent form and keep one for your records. 

The letter of information is for you to keep. 

I . have read and understand the Ietter of information, and I agree to 
my son/ daughter's participation in the research project described above. 

anamre Si, Date 

Parent consent form received (date, 

By the researcher c signed or initialed 



Appendix E 

Sample Interview Questions 

High School Impressions 

- Are you enjoying high school'? 
- What do you like about it? 
- What don't you like about i t ?  

blainstream Classes 

- Tell me about the other classes you are taking this semester 
- What is it like to be a student in these classes'? 
- What helps you learn in your classes'? 

ESL Classes 

- Tell me about your ESL program 
- How have your ESL classes helped you with mainsueam classes'? 

Peer Support 

-How do you get along with other students in your classes? 

ESL Programming 

-If you could design il better ESL program. what would it look like'? 

Satisfaction with high school 

- Are you satisfied with your high school learning experiences? Why'? 
- What do you think helps you do well in your classes'? 
- What do you find frustrating about high school'? 
- What have you accomplished in school so far that you are most proud of? 
- What has been the most challenging part of high school'? 
- What do you think you will do after high school? 








